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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this NUREG is to present technical information that should be useful in designing video
systems for alarm assessment. There is a section on each of the major components in a video system:
camera, lens, lighting, transmission, synchronization, switcher, monitor, and recorder. Each section
includes information on component selection, procurement, installation, test, and maintenance. Consid-
erations for system integration of the components are contained in each section. System emphasis is
focused on perimeter intrusion detection and assessment systems. A glossary of video terms is included.
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INTRODUCTION

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations under Part 73 UPhysical Protection of Plants
and Material" of Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, specify performance requirements for the
physical protection of special nuclear materials and associated facilities. For fuel cycle facilities using
or possessing a formula quantity of strategic special nuclear material, paragraph 73.45{e)(1)(iii) calls for
the use of detection and surveillance subsystems and procedures to discover and assesb _mauthorized
activities and conditions and communicate them so that response can stop the activity or correct the
conditions. For these facilities, an example reference system is outlined in paragraph 73.46. Paragraph
73.46(e)(8) states that all exterior areas within the protected area shall be monitored or periodically
checked to detect the presence of unauthorized persons, vehicles, materials, or unauthorized activities.

Power reactor licensees are subject to the provisions of paragraph 73.55. Paragr_gh 73.55(h)(6) states
uto facilitate initial response to detection of apenetration ofthe protected area and assessment of a threat,
a capability of observing the isolation zones and the physical barrier at the perimeter of the protected
area shall be provided, preferably by means of cbsed-circuit television or by other suitable means which
limit exposure of responding personnel to attack." Detection of penetration or attempted penetration of
the protected area or the isolation zone adjacent to the protected area must be sufficient to assure
adequate response by the security organization. Further, ali exterior areas within the protected area
must be periodically checked to detect the presence of unauthorized persons, vehicles, or material.

The purpose of this NUREG is to present technical information that may be of use in assembling a closed-
circuit television (CCTV) system. By virtue of the nature of a NUREG document, the discussion of
equipment or systems, herein, does not constitute acceptance or endorsement by the NRC.
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1 VIDEO SYSTEMS AND PHYSICAL PIOTECTION

The basic functions of a physical protection system are (1) detection, (2) delay, and (3) response. Detection
is the discovery of an adversary action. It includes sensing of covert or overt actions. The detection process
is completed only when the sensor alarm is communicated to the security control center, and the system
operator assesses the cause of the alarm. Delay is the slowing down of adversary progress. Delay can be
accomplished by barriers and locks. Response consists of the actions taken by the protective force to
prevent adversary success. It consists of interruption and containment of the threat. Interruption is
defined as the response force arriving at the appropriate location to stop the adversary's progress.
Containment of the threat is the act of stopping the adversary before his goal is accomplished. If any of
these functions are missing or weak, it can degrade the performance of the entire system.

Detection is the first function an effective security system should perform. If detection capability is
inadequate, then delay functions may not be effective, and response may never be called. Detection
depends not only on sensors to detect an intrusion, but also on transmission and display of the alarm
signal. In addition, the detection function relies on assessment to affirm quickly if the alarm is a real
threat or a nuisance alarm.

A CCTV system can be used where assessment of a detection area is needed, especially where direct
viewing is impossible, undesirable, or inconvenient. It not only can provide a better vantage point for
assessment but also can augment the sensitivity, resolution, and spectral range of the human eye. In the
absence of direct viewing, CCTV systems are a necessary part of the assessment system and should be
designed as an element of a total physical protection system. There are numerous interactions among
the video system, intrusion sensors, communications, and the display system that should be considered
during conceptual design. To provide rapid assessment of large areas, CCTV systems are used to display,
and frequently to record and playback, the alarm scene(s) at the control center.

An optimum video assessment system would include the following:

• fixed cameras and lenses for each field of view of interest

• computer-controlled video switching equipment to automatically display an alarm scene on a
normally blank video monitor

• solid-state video image capture devices to store and recall images when an alarm occurs

• monitors to observe additional concurrent alarm scenes and to accommodate manual selection of any
camera scene

• equipment to manually initiate an archive of any camera scene

In assembling the optimum CCTV system, the designer first needs to be familiar with each component
of the CCTV system, its relationship to other components in the CCTV system, and the various options,
designs, and trade-offs that are available. In addition, the designer has to know the environmental
constraints placed upon the system, the degree of resolution require_l, the financial constraints, and the
projected maintenance requirements. This document is an attempt to cover all these factors in sufficient
detail to allow the user independence from the manufacturer in the selection and maintenance of the
CCTV system.

Abasic video assessment system is composed of several cameras at remote points, a video display monitor
at a central location, and various transmission and switching systems connecting the cameras to the
monitor. The basic components, shown in Figure 1-1, include

• camera and lens (Sections 2 and 3) • video switching equipment (Section 7)
• lighting system (Section 4) • video monitor (Section 8)
• transmission system (Section 5) * video recording (Section 9)
• synchronization system (Section 6)
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2 THE TELEVISION CAMERA

A camera converts the optical image of the physical scene in the camera field of view into an electrical
signal suitable for transmission over a variety of media to a video monitor for viewing by sn observer.
For a scene to be visible to the camera, it should be illuminated by sufficient natural or artificial light
and should reflect a portion of that illumination into the camera lens. The light reaching the lens is then
focused onto the light-sensitive surface and converted into an electrical signal by the camera electronics
system.

Selection of a camera and lens for a video assessment system should start with the determination of the
degree of resolution (the ability to see fine details of an image) to be required. Three levels of increasing
resolution may be considered:

• detection: resolution that provides the ability to detect the presence of an object in the area of interest

• cls_sification: resolution that provides sufficient information to determine object class (animal,
blowing debris, man)

• identification: improved resolution sufficient to uniquely identify an object on the basis of details of
appearance

These three levels of resolution depend on size and proximity of the object in question. For example, it
might be possible to identify a person at close range, classify an object as a large dog or a man at an
intermediate distance, and detect an object's presence at a far distance. In addition the size of an object
affects the resolution because at a given distance large objects can be identified, smaller objects may be
classified and still smaller objects may just be detected.

The camera selection should also take into consideration the following desirable characteristics:

• high sensitivity to best utilize available light
• ability to retain picture clarity at ali points in the scene when motion is present
• ability to maintain an adequate picture in the presence of bright sources
• long life

2.1 Types of Cameras

2.1.1 Image Tube Cameras

In the image tube camera, the light-sensitive surface is scanned by an electron beam from the lower right
side of the imaging surface horizontally across the surface to the leR side. The beam is then relocated just
above the first line and at the right side. The second line is also scanned from right to leR. This scanning
process is repeated until the scarming beam has reached the top ofthe light-sensitive surface. (See Figure
2-1.) The beam then returns to the bottom of the image tube, and the same scanning pattern is repeated,
except that the second scan traces a path b_tween the lines of the first scanning pattern. This method
of electron-beam scanning is termed interlaced scanning because the second field scanning lines are
inte._laced between the scanning lines of the first field. The scanning pattern on the video monitor is the
opposite ofthe camera scanning pattern. The electron beam begins at the upper lel_ of the monitor and
scans from leR to right and top to bottom. (See Figure 2-2.) Interlaced scanning reduces flicker in the
displayed image. The scanning pattern itself is called a raster.

As the electron beam scans the light-ser sitive surface, the beam is modulated by the surface in proportion
to the amount of light at each point on the light-sensitive surface. The modulated beam then becomes
the video signal whose amplitude is proportional to the amount of light at a given point. Each scan from
bottom to top is called a field, and two fields combine to form a video frame. In U.S. standards (RS-170),
a field is produced 60 times per second, and a complete frame of video is produced 30 times per second.
E__chfield contains 262.5 horizontal scan lines, and each frame contains 525 horizontal scan lines.

5 NUREG/CR-5721
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Each horizontal line is scanned in approximately 63.5 microseconds. Since the beam returns to the right
side of the imaging surface before each line, the beam is cut offto allow the deflection system to reposition
the beam. Figure 2-3 illustrates a voltage waveform created by this scan proportional to light on one
horizontal line. This beam cut-off period is called horizontal blanking, or retrace time, and lasts
approximately 11 microseconds. Similarly, the beam is cut offas it returns from the top to the bottom
of each field. This vertical blanking interval lasts approximately 1.27 milliseconds or the equivalent
duration of 20 horizontal scan lines. Only 485 scanning lines of the raster contain video information, and
they are called active scan lines.
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Figure 2-3. EIA Standard RS-170 video waveform

Therearethreeclassesofimagetubesthatprovideusablevideoatdifferentilluminationlevels:

• Standardimage tubesareusedindaylightand well-lightedinteriorscenes.
i

• Low lightlevelimagetubesareusedindaylightdown towell-lightedexteriorscenes(1.0footcandle
[fc]).

• Intensifiedimage tubesareusedfordimlylightedscenes.

Standardimage tubes,or vidicons,having an antimony trisulfidephotosensitivesurface,are used
primarilyindaylightand well-illuminatedinteriors.They have a spectralsensitivitysimilartothatof
thehuman eye.Theirsensitivitycanbe controlledbyvaryingthepotentialon an internalelement,the
target,which allowsthevidicontohandle severalordersofmagnitudeinillumination.The standard
vidiconexhibitsa degreeofimageretention,resultinginimagesmear ifeitherthecamera oran object
inthefieldofviewisinmotion.Thisimagesmear,calledcomet-tailorlag,isexpressedinthepercentage

ofsignalexistingthreefields(50milliseconds)aRerilluminationisremoved.The figureofthird-fieldlag
forthe standardvidiconisabout20 percent,meaning thatat the end ofthe thirdfieldalrr the
illuminationisremoved,20percentoftheoriginalsignalamplituderemainsatthatpointontheimaging
surface.One oftheprimarylimitationsofstandardvidiconsinsecurityapplicationsistheirsusceptibil-
itytoimage burn-inwhen operatinginfixedpositionsforextendedperiodsoftime.Burn-indegrades
resolutionand sensitivityand eventuallyrequiresreplacement.The primaryadvantageofstandard
vidiconsistheirlowercost.

Low light level cameras typically use image tubes having greater sensitivity, wider spectral response,
and greater resistance to image burn-in than standard vidicons. One such image tube is the silicon diode
array vidicon whose photosensitive imaging surface is composed of discrete photodiodes. This image tube
has a greater sensitivity than the standard vidicon. The silicon array has a somewhat reduced resolution
from the standard vidicon, but significantly reduced third-field lag. It has considerable sensitivity to the
near infrared spectrum and is extremely resistant to image burn-in. The silicon array tube has no means
of controlling its sensitivity to large variations in light intensity. The light reaching the light-sensitive
surface should be controlled externally either by neutral density filters or, more commonly, by
automatically controlled iris mechanisms in the lens. The most popular current method of light control
lenses uses a combination of auto-iris electromechanical control with an internal neutral gradient
density spot in the center of the lens. This combination provides the dynamic range of light levels required
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for full daylight to low light level operation. Silicon diode array tubes are available under the following
commercial trade names: Epicon, Sidicon, Sivicon, S-T Vidicon, Tivicon, and Ultricon.

A second type of low light level image tube is the hetere-junction type, which has a light-sensitive surface
of cadmium and zinc tellurides. It has a resolution slightly less than the standard vidicon and is
somewhat more sensitive to visible light than the silicon array tube. It is considerably more resistant to
image burn-in than the standard vidicon, but will retain an image under very high light levels in a fixed
position for a long time. Like the silicon array tube, the hetero-junction type of image tube requires
external control of the illumination reaching the light-sensitive surface. The hetero-junction image tubes
are more commonly called by their trade name Newvicon.

Intensified versions of these three type_ of image tubes improve the light sensitivity considerably.
Because of their image-intensifier sections, their resolution and signal-to-noise ratio are somewhat
reduced. The inherent sensitivity to near infrared energy of the silicon array tube, and to a lesser extent
of the Newvicon, is significantly reduced by the limitations of the image-intensifier sections of these
image tubes. Intensified image tubes are also susceptible to image burn-in at the intensifier section.

The option of using low light level cameras assisted by artificial lighting for nighttime assessment has
frequently been chosen over the use of very low light level intensified image tube cameras for the
following reasons:

• significantly reduced camera procurement and maintenance costs
• reduced probability of image tube damage in high brightness conditions
* increased resolution and signal-to-noise ratio
• additional psychological deterrent effect of nighttime illumination
• improved visibility for a security response force

2.1.2 Solid-State Imager Cameras

Over the past several years, solid-state light-sensitive imaging devices have been developed. Only
recently have they been developed with resolution and sensitivity that make them competitive with the
image tube. While still not possessing the same specifications as the better image tubes, their arrival in
the commercial market has created a new era in video imaging. Even the least expensive of the new
family of solid-state image devices has been used in interior assessment, with the expectation of
increased reliability and reduced maintenance requirements. Presently, only a few solid-state imagers
have the sensitivity to be used with moderate illumination from exterior artificial lighting.

A solid-state imaging device is made up of a rectangular array of discrete silicon cells that are inherently
immune to image burn-in. Within the imaging device, the conversion from light to an electrical signal
can be done by any of the following types of solid-state devices:

• charge coupled device (CCD)
• charge injection device (CID)
• charge primed device (CPD)
• metal oxide silicon (MOS) imager

These devices vary from each other in the manner in which the electrical charge is read from the light-
sensitive surface and in the read-out method. The CCD is the device most commonly found in commer-
cially produced video cameras at this time. As the device name implies, the electrical charge freed by the
optical absorption is coupled out of the array's photosensitive layer by a set of controlled transfer (shill)
registers into the out,put stage. Frame transfer and interline transfer are the two basic CCD image
architectures.

The solid-state imager does not require an electron beam to create a video signal. The charge from the
light-sensitive cells is read out serially in the same sequence as the raster is scanned in the image tube,
producing the same two fields of video interlaced to form a single video frame.

NUREG/CR-5721 8



The image chip is only a few centimeters in size, as compared to the typical 15-cm (6-in.) length of the
standard image tube. Power consumption is significantly reduced by the absence of the heated cathode
found in the image tube. The solid-state imaging camera also contains a sync generator to control the
timing of the readout of the image cells to create a composite video signal output.

There are also intensified versions ofselid-state cameras for use in very low light level applications (less
than 1.0 fc). These cameras use light amplification techniques to enhance the image sensed by the video
imager.

2.2 Sync Generation

The sync (synchronizing) generator for the camera controls the time and duration of the horizontal and
vertical sync pulses in the deflection system and the blanking polses in the video section of the camera.
The sync pulses determine the start of the beam retrace time, and the blanking pulses determine the
timing of the vertical and horizontal blanking intervals.

There are several nodes of camera sync generator operation. Genlock operation produces the utmost in
sync stability and is standard where monitor vertical roll cannot be tolerated when switching between
video sources. Genlock operation requires a master sync and distribution system to each video device in
the system. The major disadvantage is cost. Some cameras are designed to default to either line-lock or
cr-/stal operation in the event of the loss of the genlock (sync) signal.

Line-lock operation may be considered as an inexpensive substitute for a master sync system, i.e.,
synchronous operation without a master sync generator or sync distribution system. The sync generator
in each camera operated from alternating current (AC) power will adjust its frequency and phase to the
zero-crossing of the AC line voltage. Ali cameras should be on the same phase as the AC line or should
contain phase adjustment circuitry to compensate for the different possibilities in the connection to
three-phase power systems. As long as the zero-crossing jitter is reasonably small, no monitor roll should
result when switching between cameras.

In crystaloperation,eachcamera operatesfromitsown internal,free-runningsyncgenerator.Direct
current(DC)-poweredcameraswithoutexternalsyncshouldbe operatedinthecrystalmode.Thismode
providesthegreatestopportunityformonitorrollwhen switchingbetweenvideosources.Some ofthe
effectof switchingbetween non-synchronoussourcescan be reducedby carefulmonitorselection.
Camera selectionshouldbe basedon thesyncgeneraterconfigurationrequiredby alloftheindividual
componentsinthecompletevideoassessmentsystem.Many modern componentsrecognizetheframing
pulseand automaticallylockon syncatthebeginningofthenextcycle.

2.3Sensitivity

The sensitivityofa televisioncamera canbe definedastheminimum amount ofilluminationrequired
toproducea specifiedoutputsignal.The followingfactorsareinvolvedinproducingaTV signal:

• illuminancelevelofthescene
• spectraldistributionoftheilluminationsource
• object reflectance
• total scene reflectance
• camera lens aperture
• camera lens transmittance

• spectral response of the camera imager
• video amplifier gain, bandwidth, and signal-to-noise ratio
• electronic processing circuitry

Camera sensitivity is usually specified as the minimum illuminance level that will produce a full I volt
peak-to-peak video signal. (See Figure 2-3.) The specification should state whether the indicated
illuminance level is the scene illuminance or the faceplate illuminance. The illumination source is
usually an incandescent lamp operating at a color temperature of 2,854 K. In some cases, parameters
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are inappropriately used by manufacturers to claim better performance. Two of the favored parameters
are higher scene reflectances than are normally encountered and greater transmittance than is
commonly available in standard auto-iris lenses with neutral density spot filters.

The amount of illumination incident upon the imager faceplate determines the performance for a given
camera imager and is defined as:

IsRTL (2-1)
IF = 4f2(1+m)

where:

IF = faceplate illuminance in footcandles

Is = scene illuminance in footcandles

R = scene reflectance in percent

TL = lens transmittance in percent

f = f-number of lens

m = magnification: image size/object size
(The value for m is insignificant in assessment applications.)

2.4 Scene Illumination

An understanding of the relative levels of scene illumination produced by natural sources, the amount
of light reflected from typical scenes, and the resultant faceplate illumination levels required by the
variety of image tube and solid-state imagers is important to the successful deployment of even the
simplest closed-circuit television (CCTV) system. Table 2-1 provides the approximate illumination levels
that exist under natural lighting.

Table 2-1. Scene illumination levels

FullSun 1,000to10,000fc

Overcast 10to1,000fc

Twilight 0.1to10fc
H

Fullmoon (clear) 0.01to0.1fc
•, ,

Fullmoon (overcast)* 0.001to0.01fc

Starlight(clear) 0.0001to0.001fc

SLsrlight(overcast)* 0.00001to0.0001fc

•Man-made illuminationininhabitedand/orindustrialareas
willproducehigherilluminationlevelsbecauseofreflection
fromtheclouds



The percentage of light reflected from a scene (reflectance) depends on the incident light angle and on
the texture and composition of the reflecting surface. For natural illumination, the reflectance of various
scenes is relatively independent of the angles of incidence and reflection. Table 2-2 lists some common
surfaces and their approximate reflectances.

Table 2-2. Scene refle_ce

Surface l_flectance (%)
, i

Empty asphaltsurface 7-10

Sandy soil, wet 15-20
,,,, ,, ii , i i ii ,, ,=

Grass-covered area with trees 20-25
. i .

Red brick building 30-35

Sandy soil, dry 30-35
,, , ,.. , i, ,=

Unpainted concrete 35-40

Smooth surface aluminum 60-65
,u __ ,, ,, ,

Snow-covered field 70-75

2.5 Resolution

Resolution is the ability to see fine details in an image. It is a measure of spatial frequency or the number
of pairs of alternate black and white evenly sized lines that can be seen in agiven linear distance, typically
expressed in line pairs per millimeter. The line pairs designation is used primarily in the field of optics,
but the term appears occasionally in television literature.

The resolution of a TV camera is commonly measured on an Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
resolution chart where groups of equally spaced black and white lines arranged in a wedge-shaped
pattern form the basis for resolution measurement. (See Figure 2-4.) A camera is positioned so that it
views the full chart only with no background visible. At some point alongthe horizontal converging black
and white lines, the lines merge into a solid gray area. The point where the lines barely appear separate
is the limiting vertical resolution. It is specified in TV lines of resolution and represents the number of
independently resolved black and white lines (or elements) in the full vertical field of view. The resolution
chart is marked at various intervals along the wedge patterns with the resolution values in TV lines,
typically between 200 and 1,600 lines.

Since the TV image is produced by scanned raster lines, the resolution in TV lines is often confused with
the number of scanned raster lines that produce the image. Although the vertical resolution in TV lines
is dependent upon the number of scanning lines in the raster, they have different meanings.

The 525 horizontal scan line system used in the United States has 485 active scan lines containing video
information. Only about 340 TV lines can be individually resolved because of the deflection system
nonlinearities in the camera and the monitor. The 340 TV lines can also be thought of as 340 independent
picture elements of equal height, stacked one above the other in a vertical column. Each of these picture
elements, or pixels, is of a specific, measurable vertical dimension representing one-three hundred
fortieth of the resolution chart height. The pixel is defined as the smallest independently resolvable
element in an image.
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Figure 2-4. EIA resolution chart

There are several ways of specifying the height of objects relative to the vertical field of view. For example,
an object in the camera's field of view having a height that subtends 10 horizontal scanning lines on a
video monitor can also be said _ohave a height of seven (= 10 x 340/485) TV lines of resolution or seven
pixels. There is some appeal to using scanning lines because they can actually be counted on the monitor;
however, TV lines of resolution and pixe] count have more meaning when horizontal resolution is
considered.

Horizontal resolution can be measured using the EIA resolution chart with the vertical black and white
wedge pattern in the same way. The point wh_.re the converging vertical lines are just barely visible
before fusing into a gray blur is defined as the limiting horizontal resolution in TV lines. The width of
the lines on the chart are the same dimension at any given resolution point beth horizontally and
vertically. Therefore, the horizontal resolution read from the chart is not defined by the width of the
picture but by a distance equal to the picture height or three-fourths of the picture width. If the horizontal
and vertical resolution are the same, then the pixel dimensions will be equal in height and width. If the
horizontal resolution is twice the vertical resolution, then the pixel will be twice as high as it is wide.

The horizontal field of view is greater than the vertical field of view by 33 percent. If the vertical and
horizontal resolution were 300 TV lines each, there would be 400 pixeis in the horizontal direction, but
the horizontal resolution would still be 300 TV lines by definition.

As previously stated, the vertical resolution is primarily dependent upon the number of horizontal
scanning lines. In monolithic, photosensitive-surface image tube cameras, the horizontal resolution is
primarily dependent upon the bandwidth of the camera. On cameras with solid-state imagers, the
horizontal resolution is determined by the number and spacingofthe discrete elements in the horizontal
dimension. In most cases, the horizontal resolution in TV lines or pixels equals the number of discrete
elements in three-fourths of the scene width. The practical method for determining resolution is to read
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the resolution from the EIA resolution chart as in previous examples. This will provide a common basis
for the performance comparison among various types of cameras.

The currently available production solid-state cameras have horizontal limiting resolutions in the 250
to 575 TV line range, as compared to the 600 to 800 TV line range in the 1-in. thermionic image tube
cameras. In the solid-state imager, there is no deflection system required to scan the photosensitive
surface. Therefore, there are no deflection errors to contribute to aloss in vertical or horizontal resolution
from this source. The vertical resolution typically increases from about 340 TV lines in image tube
cameras to about 400 TV lines of vertical resolution in solid-state imager cameras.

Frequently only one resolution specification is listed in manufacturers' literature for image tube
cameras. The listed specification should be assumed to be the horizontal resolution because the vertical
resolution is fixed by the number of horizontal scanning lines that is established for each national system
standard.

2.6 Camera Formats

The size of the imaging area is determined by the amplitude of the beam deflection drive signals in the
image tube and by the size of the photosensitive surface. The area of the image on the photosensitive
surface defines the image tube format size. A 1-in. (nominal) diameter image t,2_e has an image size of
0.500 in. wide by 0.375 in. high (12.7 mm by 9.525 mm). The diagonal (comer-to-corner) measurement
is 0.625 in. (15.88 mm). The ratio of width to height is called the aspect ratio, expressed as a four to three
aspect ratio. Ali common video imaging equipment, cameras and monitors, are standardized on this four
to three aspect ratio. This particular image tube size has a format that is variously and interchangeably
called a 1-in. format (from the tube diameter) or the 16mm format, referring to the diagonal measurement
of the image area. This image tube size is the most commonly used in high<luality assessment
applications because of its high resolution and sensitivity.

The next most popularly used image tube format is the _-in. format. This image tube has a nominal
diameter of 0.690 in. (17.6 mm). The actual image size on the photosensitive surface is 0.346 in. wide by
0.259 in. high (8.8 mm by 6.6 mm). The diagonal measurement is 0.432 in. (11.0 mm). This image tube
format is identified as the _-in. or the 11mm format. The smaller image size results in a reduced
sensitivity and resolution image. This image tube is used in less expensive cameras for interior
surveillance and assessment and in entry-control booths for personnel identification.

A third image tube format, rarely used in assessment applications, is the H-in. (8mm) format. The image
size is 0.244 in. wide by 0.183 in. high (6.20 mm by 4.65 mm). The diagonal measurement is 0.305 in. (7.75
mm). The lower resolution and sensitivity parameters of this format size render it unacceptable for high-
quality perimeter assessment applications.

While some solid-state imaging arrays in large sizes have been produced for special applications, the
more common format size for solid-state imaging cameras is the _An. format. Afew manufacturers have
produced _-in. format chips, and these are found to a lesser extent in the commercially produced cameras
for security applications. The image sizes are 8.8 mm by 6.6 mm for the _-in. format solid-state cameras
and 6.20 mm by 4.65 mm for the H-in. format cameras. There is some variation in the standard format
size for _-in. imagers.

Table 2-3 summarizes camera image format sizes.

2.7 Camera Location

An exterior assessment camera should be located so as to give a full view of the entire sensor detection
volume. If sensor elements are above ground, the camera field ofview should include the sensor hardware
in order to assess a sensor tampering event and an intrusion alarm. When sensors are located below
ground, the camera should be located to include the entire detection volume and any sensor hardware,
such as tamper-protected sensor junction boxes, that may be mounted above ground.
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Table 2-8. Camera image format sizes

Horizontal Vertical Diagonal
mm mm mm

Format (in) (in) (in)

16mm 12.7 9.525 15.88
(1 in.) (0.500) (0.375) (0.625)

llmm 8.8 6.6 11.0
(2/3 in.) (0.346) (0.259) (0.432)

8mm 6.20 4.65 7.75
(1/2 in.) (0.244) (0.183) (0.305)

In many installations, a protected facility uses two chain-link fvnces around the perimeter with a clear
area between the two fences. This provides a well-defined sensor and assessment area. The primary
requirement of the assessment camera system is to display as much of the detection area as possible,
specifically the clear zone between the fences and the outside of the inner fence perimeter barrier.
Camera and lens selection and positioning should ensure detection and classification ofany visible cause
of sensor alarms regardless of the time ofday. For these reasons, it is important that the following criteriaare observed:

• The spacing between the inner and outer fences (under optimal conditions) should be uniform.
• Minimum and maximum clear zone width restrictions should be considered.
• Type of surface of clear zone between fences should be carefully selected.
• Grading and sterilization of the clear zone should be performed.
• Adequate area illumination level and uniformity should be provided.

Deviations from these criteria will generally reduce system efficiency and increase overall system and
maintenance cost by increasing equipment requirements to achieve acceptable system effectiveness.

Cameras should point roughly par lllel to the fence lines to provide good views of the clear zone. They can
be positioned at any point between the inner and outer fences, but there are some practical restrictions
in that they should not interfere with the sensor and should not be able to be used as sensor bridging
aides. If the camera is mounted along or above the inner fence, the camera would perceive the inner fence
as a solid wall. If barbed wire outriggers are used on top of the fence, as is common practice, this wall effect
is extended and provides a piace for an intruder to hide afl_r crossing the sensored area. A slightly
delayed assessment would not indicate that an intrusion had taken piace. For this reason, the mounting
of cameras above the inner fence should be minimized.

Cameras located just inside the outer fence slightly angled into the facility can see through much of the
inner fence, thus eliminating hiding places along the inner fence. A slightly delayed assessment should
reveal an intruder at, or attempting to cross, the inner fence.

Camera mounting heights of 4.5 to 9 m (15 to 30 it) are typical. Low mounting heights are convenient
for camera installation and maintenance, but the distance perspective is poor. Higher mounting levels
provide a better distance perspective along the clear zone and avoid the problem of viewing bright sky
above the horizon, but accessibility is more difficult. Higher mounting is preferred, but care should be
taken during system design, particularly when using lenses of 75mm or longer focal lengths. The vertical
field of view is so small that the maximum effective sector length may be reduced, particularly if the
ground slopes upward between the camera and the far end of the assessment sector. Calculation of the
fields of view is discussed in the section on lenses.
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2.8 Camera Mounting

Assessment cameras are usually mounted on steel towers. Freestanding triangular steel towers are
preferred beth for their stability and for their siting possibilities. Because they are nearly transparent
due to their lattice-like construction, they can be located within the assessment zone without providing
a possible hiding piace. Positioned near the outer fence, cameras can be angled slightly inward to provide
a good view of the inner fence. In this location, the tower may provide an aid for bridging the outer fence
but should not provide an aid for bridging the intrusion sensors.

The freestanding tower, as its name implies, has no guy wires for support. It is attached to a base buried
in concrete several feet below ground level. The location of the tower is important in minimizing the wind-
induced tower vibration being coupled into the ground, possibly causing nuisance alarms in some types
of sensors.

Attachment of the assessment camera to the tower or pole can be accomplished in many ways. The
primary consideration should be the mounting rigidity. The length of the attachment arm should be as
short as possible to reduce wind-induced motion. The mount should allow adjustment for optimum
positioning of the camera. The adjustment mechanism should be as simple and as rugged as possible for
maximum rigidity.

Cameras should be installed so that no light sources are directly in the field of view. Direct light can cause
blooming of the image or allow the auto-iris lens circuitry to reduce the lens aperture. Possible sources
include perimeter lighting, building security lighting, objects capable of reflecting light, and the sky.
Viewing portions of the sky should be avoided to eliminate camera blinding at dusk and dawn when the
sky is considerably brighter than the ground, regardless of which direction the camera is facing. Cameras
should never be angled to look above the horizon. Considerable care should be taken because camera
blinding from unexpected sources is difficult to predict prior to installation and is one of the most frequent
problems later encountered. When there is a choice, north/south perimeter sections should have the
cameras facing north to minimize sun reflections at low sun angles. Illumination sources in the field of
view may have to be reoriented and/or shielded to prevent camera blinding. A perimeter section adjacent
to a roadway presents problems from vehicle headlights and taillights, even when the roadway is a
considerable distance from the assessment camera.

Mounting the camera in an unprotected area could lead to undetected camera tampering. To detect
camera tampering, the video line can be electronically supervised. Video presence detectors, which can
monitor the video signal and produce an alarm if the video level increases or decreases by a preset
amount,arecommerciallyavailable.The videopresencedetectorcan alsodetectwhen thesyncsignal
amplitudehasbeen reduced.

2.9Environmental Housings

Videocameras in an exteriorenvironmentrequireprotectionfrom temperatureextremesand from
precipitation.Therearetwotypesofenclosurestoprotectthecamerasfromtheelements.The firsttype
istheintegralenvironmentalhousingthatformstheoutershellofthecamera,ltisquiterigidand sturdy
andcanbepressurizedwithdrynitrogenandequippedwiththermostaticallycontrolledintegralheaters.
A sun shade can be attachedtooverhangthelensand deflectlightor precipitationfrom theglass
faceplate.In high winds,the faceplatemay not remain entirelyfreeof precipitation,and some
compromiseinvisualassessmentcanbe expected.

The secondoptionisto mount a camera insidea separatesheet-metalor fiberglasshousing,which
permitsaccesstothecameraby ahingedorremovablelid.Thesehousingscanbeequippedwithheaters,
insulation,fans,defrosters,windshieldwashers,and windshieldwipers.Allofthesefunctionscan be
automaticallycontrolledatthehousingexceptthewindshieldwashersand wipers.The washersand
wipersshouldbe remotelycontrolledfromthecentralassessmentstation.

Theseseparatehousingsshouldbelargeenoughtocontainthecamera,lens,andcableconnectors.Their
chiefadvantageistheaccessibilitytothecameraforadjustments,suchaslensfocusing.They cannotbe
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pressurized, so some dirt and dust accumulation can be expected inside these housings. The windshield
washers and wipers have proved to be a considerable maintenance problem, and the washers are not
recommended unless very unusual environmental conditions exist. Washer reservoirs, which should be
located at the camera, compel more frequent access to the camera location. The windshield wipers, if kept
properly adjusted and free of ice, can maintain adequate assessment in high precipitation situations
where the nonwipered camera faceplate may have problems with assessment. The conditions at each site
would determine the need for these devices in light of their aaded maintenance requirements.

The separate environmental housing will require additional wiring to provide the power necessary to
operate the electrical equipment. Aremote control system will be required for the operation of windshield
wipers and washers, ifu sad. These remote control systems can be furnished by the housing manufacturer
or are available from other manufacturers, frequently also with remote control of other camera-related
functions such as pan/_ilt mounts and zoom lenses.

2.10 Pan/Tilt Mounts

Pan/tilt camera mounts may be effectively used in surveillance applications where remote control of the
camera's position and pointing angles is desirable. In limited cases, the unit can provide a useful backup
to assessment situations if properly located. These mounts are not normally used in piace of fixed focal
length assessment cameras that have been carefully placed to provide the maximum assessment value.
Use of pan/tilt systems compromises effective, timely assessment.

Pan/tilt systems typically provide horizontal (pan) positioning of 350 ° and vertical positioning (flit) of
plus or minus 90 ° from the horizontal. Limit switches protect the cables by restricting the allowable
motion. Some more expensive pan/tilt mounts can provide unlimited travel in the pan mode by the
addition of electrical slip rings. Their higher cost is usually not acceptable.

Pan/tilt mounts are rated by the maximum allowable load they can position and by the speed of rotation.
Three load ranges from under 4.5 kg (10 lb) up to 36 kg (80 lb) can be accommodated in popular pan/tilt
mounts. Their rotational speed is limited to about 4 to 6 degrees per second for the less expensive units.
Faster units cost more, but their controllability at high speeds is limited by the operator's orientational
perceptions from a remote location. One major disadvantage of the pan/tilt system is the requirement
for continuous operator attention while operating such a system. No other activities can be monitored
by an operator while the pan/tilt unit is in motion. Some newer models of pan/tilt mounts allow
programming preset aim points that provide a quicker and more accurate assessment of points ofinterest
than manual searching.

2.11 InteriorAppHcations

Camera layouts for interior assessment follow the same principles and guidelines as for exterior
cameras. Lighting levels suitable for human comfort and safety (30 to 100 fc) will be adequate for most
cameras. The inexpensive 11mm (_-in.) format cameras, either image tube or solid-state imager cam-
eras, will be acceptable from a performance stav, dpoint. Resolution is normally not a significant factor
because of the limited range of operation in most interior applications. A solid-state imager camera
should provide better reliability.

If image tube cameras are selected, the silicon array or Newvicon types have advantages over standard
vidicons to avoid the image burn-in problems over extended periods of time. In reasonably constant
illumination levels, a lens with a manually controlled iris is less expensive than an auto-iris lens. If
assessment is to be carried out in reduced light levels, such as in off-shitt operations, then the auto-iris
lens should be used. If a master sync system is planned for the entire assessment system, the camera
selected should be capable of accepting external sync signals.

Cameras mounted at the comers of a room just below the ceiling usually provide the best assessment.
Comers away from entry points are preferred in order to eliminate camera tampering from someone
below the camera and out of the camera feld of view. Wide angle lenses can be used to provide full wall-
to-wall (90 °) camera coverage.
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Tilted downward, the camera avoids the ceilinglights that would adversely affect the camera signal. This
still allows viewing over the lower office and/or laboratory equipment. When tall equipment is located
in the room, a second camera may be required to observe the blind side. If a second camera is required,
a good location may be the corner diagonally across from the first camera.

2.12 Camera Selection

Camera selection should be based primarily on the sensitivity required for a full video output signal in
the lighting environment in the area to be assessed. Within any given classification of camera imager,
there may be only subtle differences in performance between manufacturers. A Newvicon from any
source should perform within a limited range of sensitivity. Solid-state imagers seem to have a broader
range of sensitivities within a given class, such as the CCD imager. This is primarily the result of cell
size, readout method, and manufacturing techniques. The sensitivity should match the lighting design
goals, regardless of the imager.

The resolution of the imager is next in importance because it will determine the number of cameras
required for a given straight line perimeter section. The greater the resolution, the greater the spacing
between the cameras can be. The object resolution required should be determined before the camera
selection, but in practice, the desired object resolution may be slightly modified when the possible camera
choices are limited.

Camera format is an important consideration in the camera selection process. The format size
determines the sensitivity of the image tube, with smaller formats having reduced sensitivity as well as
lower resolution. The trade-off in this situation is price, but the cost of the camera is only part of total
system cost. If 11mm (_-in.) tube cameras are selected instead of 16mm (1-in.) format tubes, the
illumination level may have to be increased, driving up the cost of installing more luminaires with
continually higher electrical usage for the life of the system.

Format size also affects the field of view, which dictates the numbe_"of lenses available in a variety of
focal lengths. The requirements of special design lenses for nonstandard focal lengths should be
considered and evaluated at considerable length before committing to such action.

The most common tube cameras are the 16mm (1-in.) format silicon array or Newvicon image tube types.
They possess the greatest range of sensitivity and resolution of the image tube class. Their long-term use
in many applications has established a good data base for their use.

In the newer solid-state imagers, it is evident that the 11mm (_-in.) format will be the most popular and
will provide the greatest variety of choices. Only a very few of the currently a-.'_ilable solid-state imagers
approach the sensitivity of the 16mm (1-in.) image tubes, but they do not yet have quite the resolution
of the image tubes. The selection of a good CCD camera requires considerable evaluation because they
have only been in use a short time.

During the selection process, evaluation of production cameras should be undertaken in the real lighting
environment expected at the site. In many cases, the experience of other facilities can help to reduce the
number of options considered. Manufacturers' literature shou|d not be the sole criteria in camera
selection. The specifications, or the conditions under which specifications are developed, may be totally
unrealistic in relation to the design problem at hand.

Other considerations in the selection process should include the difficulty in maintenance, the packaging
of the camera regarding the environment in which it will be used, the maintenance support from the
manufacturer, and the documentation supporting the equipment. Documentation should include
operating, adjustment, and maintenance procedures; theory of operation; block diagrams; schematics;
and manufacturer and commercial replacement parts lists. Serious consideration should be given to
eliminating any manufacturers' product that does not include this documentation.

When specifying a camera for purchase, the EIA standards are helpful in determining the critical
parameters. EIA Standard RS-170 is frequently quoted by manufacturers even though this standard
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applies to television studio Facilities. The significant part of this specification is the requirement for
equalizing pulses in the vertical blanking interval. Outwardly, EtA Standard RS-330 would appear to
be the specification of choice since it lists the performance standards For CCTV cameras. This specifi-
cation leaves, as optional, the use of equalizing pulses, which could be cause For misinterpretation.

A good reference for aid in specifying cameras is EtA Standard RS-312, which is not a camera specifi-
cation itself, but an outline for speciFying camera performance.

2.13 Acceptance Testing

An incoming inspection should be made of any cameras purchased for evaluation or for the final system
installation. Obviously. =lifferent parameters will be evaluated for the two situations. Evaluation
cameras will be compared to other cameras purchased for the same purpose. Upon receiving cameras for
the final installation, camera performance should be evaluated to determine conformity with the
manufacturers' specifications, compatibility with the design criteria, and consistent performance from
camera to camera. Experience has shown that final inspection at the manufacturers' plant is no'_
consistent, and performance may deviate considerably from the specifications. Frequently some
equipment has been damaged or has had parts shaken loose in transit. Operating the equipment for a
few hundred hours continuously before final installation usually decreases the maintenance problems
during the installation phase of perimeter construction. Any problems discovered at this point should be
referred to the manufacturer for resolution while still under warranty.

2.14 Maintenance

With incoming inspe,,-tion and an equipment test phase prior to installation, maintenance problems
should be minimized for the short term. Camera adjustment will probably consume most of the
maintenance time.

Optical focus of the camera lens has consistently been a major time-consuming factor in the original
installation. The day-to-night illumination levels and energy spectrum changes are responsible for most
of these problems. Optical focus is more reliable if accomplished at night under the appropriate scene
lighting from the final camera location. Cameras in sealed environmental housings typically pose a
serious restriction to this procedure, and many attempts have been made to circumvent or substitute this
procedure with others. Cameras in sealed or pressurized housings should be night focused by the
manufacturer or user. Then a defective unit in the field is replaced by a good camera/housing assembly,
and troubleshooting of this bad unit is conducted in an electronics shop.

Maintenance problems are best resolved by a competent on-site staff capable of understanding the
complexities and interrelationships of ali of the concepts used in the original system design as well as
having a background in electronic systems troubleshooting. Specific, periodic maintenance requirements
should come from the equipment manufacturer in the form of printed documentation.

A supply of spare parts should be stocked according to the manufacturers' recommendations and
eventually supplemented by on-site experience. A lab for maintenance should be provided with test
equipment suitable for camera adjustment and repair.

2.15 Documentation

Manufacturers' equipment documentation should be preserved at the using site as well as at a central
document storage location. Any equipment modifications made on-site should also be documented and
stored at these two locations.

A maintenance log of all camera repairs and adjustments should be kept to provide a historical record
of each piece of equipment. Maintenance trends can be established to identify recurring problems and
equipment failures. This practice will substantially reduce repair time and identify any equipment
performing in a substandard manner.
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3 LENSES

The lens of a video camera focuses the light reflected from an object onto the imaging surface of the
camera where it is converted to an electrical video signal. In general, the main purpose of lens selection
will be to cover as much ofthe desired area as possible with a minimal number of cameras while retaining
an acceptable degree of overall resolution.

3.1 Focal Length and Field of View

Focal length is the single most important factor in proper lens selection. The focal length of a lens
describes its relative magnification: the ratio of the image size to the object size. The image size is directly
proportional to the focal length so that the image produced by a 100mm lens will be twice the size of the
image produced by a 50mm lens. This also means that the linear field of view (width and height) is
proportional to the focal length. The focal length will determine the horizontal and vertical angular fields
of view fora given lens format. It should be noted that the angular field of view is not directly proportional
tofocallength.

The fieldofviewisdependentuponthelensfocallengthandthecameraimagerformat,ltshouldbenoted
thatnotalllensmanufacturersand suppliersagreeon theformatsizeoftheH-in.formatimagers,so
somevariationstothesefiguresmay appearinliteraturefromdifferentsources.Lensesofthesame focal
lengthfromdifferentsourcesmay alsoclaimdifferentangularfieldsofview.As thesevariationsare
usuallysmall,thisshouldnotcreatea significantproblemforthevideosystemdesigner,ltshouldbe
understoodthatthereisa manufacturingtoleranceofasmuch as4 percentintheactualfocallengthof
thelensesproducedfrom the same design.Thistoleranceshouldbe consideredby thevideosystem
designerwhen planningsitelayouts.

Fora desiredminimum resolution,therange(lengthofthecoverage)oftheshortfocal-lengthlenswill
be lessthan thatofthelongone,as Figure3-1illustrates.The sectorsindicatetheusablecamera
coverage.

Table3-1liststheverticaland horizontalangularfieldsofviewforsome ofthemore common focallength
lensesused on camerashavingtheindicatedformats.Tables3-2,3-3,and 3-4,foundon thefollowing
pages,givethehorizontallinearfieldsofview ofsome common lensesatvariousdistancesfrom the
camera.

3.2Aperture

The relativeaperture,orspeed,ofa lensisa measureofitsabilitytogatherlightand isexpressedasthe
f-number.The f-numberistheratioofthelensfocallengthtoitsclearaperture.Forexample,an f/2lens
hasaclearaperturediameterofone-halfofitsfocallength,sothatan f/2lenswithafocallengthof50mm
has a clearapertureof25mm. ltshouldbe notedthattheclearapertureisnotalwaysthediameterof
theouter(objective)lens,buta measure oftheimage diameter.

The actuallight-gatheringcapabilityisnotalwaysapparentbyknowingthef-numberalone.Lensesare
constructedwithvariousnumbers ofimagingelements,usuallywith.arioustypesofglass.Each glass-
to-airinterfacecausessome enteringlighttobe scatteredra_er tii_,,passingthroughtheelement.
Typically,3 percentto4 percentofthelightisscatteredratherthantransmittedateachinterfa_.Anti-
reflectivecoatingscanbe appliedtothelenssurfacestoreducetheamount ofscattering.While .two
differentlydesignedlensesmay havethesame focallengthand f-number,thesame amount oflightmay
notbetransmittedthroughbothlenses.A typicalexamplemay befoundinvariablefocallengthlenses,
orzoom lenses,whichhavea largenumber ofglasselements,some ofwhicharemoveable.Inthiscase,
an f/2zoom lenswillnottransmitasmuch lightasanf/2fixedfocallend-,rhlens.Thisfactshouldbetaken
intoaccountwhen selectingcamerasand lensesand when designinglightingsystems.
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Limits Imposed by Resolution Requirements

TV Camera

J /
Short Focal Medium Focal Long Focal

Length Lens Length Lens Length Lens

Figure 3-1. Practical field of view vs. focal length of lens

Table 3-1. Angular fields of view (degrees)

Format
rocal

Length 16mm (1 irL) 11mm (2/3 in.) 8mm (1/2 irL)
(mm) horiz vert horiz vert horiz vert

4.8 105.8 79.4 85.0 63.8 65.7 49.3
5.7 96.2 72.1 75.3 56.5 57.1 42.8
6.5 88.7 66.5 68.2 51.1 51.0 38.2
8.0 76.9 57.7 57.6 43.2 42.4 31.8
8.5 73.5 55.1 54.7 41.1 40.1 30.1
9.0 70.4 52.8 52.1 39.1 38.0 28.5

12.5 53.9 40.4 38.8 29.1 27.9 20.9
16.0 43.3 32.5 30.8 23.1 21.9 16.4

25.0 28.5 21.4 20.0 15.0 14.1 10.6
35.0 20.6 15.4 14.3 10.7 10.1 7.59
50.0 14.5 10.9 10.1 7.54 7.10 5.32
75.0 9.68 7.26 6.72 5.04 4.73 3.55

h_ov = 2TAN" _WI_-I_FL

Where: h°_, = horizontal angular field of view (degrees)

WI = width of active scan area (mm) of imager (Table 2-3)

FL = lens focal length (mm)

(Note: Vertical angular field of view = 0.75 h°_,)
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Table 3-2. Horizontal linear fields of view for focal length b_m 16mm (l-in.) camera format

16mm (1-in.) Format
tit! ..... i iiill III IIII I

D\FL ii!iiiii_81ilili:''''__:'''::_:'':_:,_,,,_,_,,s._,_,_:,:,iiiii!!_i_iiii:iiiiii!S_0iii!iiii!!ii!ii_siiiii!!iiiiiiii_'!i_i_:!iiiiiiii_!_iii!i!iiiii_i!ii!i_iiiiiiiii!_iii!ii!:_!iii!_ii!!!ii_ii!iiiiii!_#iiiiii!iiiiiiiii_!!ii
iiiiii!iiiili!iiiiiiiiiii_iiiii!iill26 , 22
iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i!iiiiii!53 45 39 32 ao 28
iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii_iii!iii!79 67 59 48 45 42 30i

ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_!i!ii!iil106 8_, 78 64 60 56 41 3_.....,... • :. • ................

iiii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii!i111 98 79 75 71 51 40
i!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiil 117 95 90 85 61 48 30
iiiiiiiiiiii!!ii!ii_iiii_!!_.iiiiil III 105 99 71 56 36

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiii_!iii!ii:i 120 113 81 64 41 29i, i ,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ii!ii_i!iiiiiii 91 71 46 33

..._..:.:..._._.;_.:_!!_!iii!!i_ii.i.iiiiii!i_:_,:. 1_2 79 _1,,, _6
ili!iii!i!iiiii!i!iIl"Oiii!iii_i 112 87 56 40,. ,...,........ ,: ,.....,..

iii!i!!iiiii!!iii!i_!i:iiiil 122 95 61 44 30

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_40iiiill_ _ ,, 111 7! 51 36
:...:.::::._.:.:._.:,:.:...:.:

!iiiiii!ii!!i!iii!i1601!ii:i: 81 58 41
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii!i:; 91 65 46 30

I I I IIII• .........

_i_i!iiiiiiilili!i2001:iiii! 102 73 51 34i i|i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_i!ii!;, ..... 112 80 56 _)7
ii!iii!iiiii!iiiii_:iiii: ,, 87 61 41
iiiii!iii!i_!iiii: 94 66 44

iiiiiiiiiiii:iii::ii_i!i!_:_ ,, 1_)2 ,.71 47

iiiiiiii!i!!iiiii_iiiiiii: .......... 109 76 51
_iii!iiiiii_ili_i_i_iii_ 89 59

_!i!ii!!i!iiii_ii!i , , zo2 68
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!__iiiii!_i 114 76u i

i

iiiii!iiiiii!ili_iii!i:i 102
,,,.......... ,,..,....,..,..........,

ii!i!i!!iii!!i!i!i!650i:i_ii: 110.. .,

12.7 D
h =

fov FL

where:

h fov = horizontal field of view, in feet (or meters)

D = distance from camera to object, in feet (or meters)

FL = lens focal length, in millimeters
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Table 3_. Horizontal linear fields of view for focal length from llmm(_-in.) camera format

llmm (2/3-in.) Format
i

..........'.......' ii......... ]ii"__'::...................................iii............................................................... ""..............

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_Oiiiiiiiiiiii18 15
iiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiii_iiiiiii!il37 31 27 22
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_Oiiiiiiiiiiii55 46 41 33 31 29

iiii!i!iiiiiiiiii!!ii_i!iiiii!ii!i7_ 62 54 44 41 39 28 22
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiii!iiiiii92 77 68 55 52 49 35 28

!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii!ii!i110 93 81 66 62 59 42 33
!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i_Oii!iiiii_il108 95 77 72 68 49 39

 !ii!i!iiiiiiiiii!iiSOiiiiii   ii108 88 83 78 56 44 28
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i!_ii:iiii!i 99 93 88 63 50 32

iiiiiiiiii!iiiiii_OOiii_iiiiii! 110 104 98 79 55 35
i!iiii!i!!ii!iiii1:IO!!i!iiii!:: 108 77 61 39
iiiiiiiiii!iiiiii_20iiiiiiiiiii 84 66 42 30
i!!i!i!iiiiiiiiiii_Oi!!iiiiiii! 99 77 49 _5
_i!!_i_i_i_i_!_i_!:160_i_i_i_i_ 11_ 88 56 40 28

!i!iliiiiiii!iiiiil_iiiiiiiiiiii 99 _3 45 _2
i!i!i!iiii!iiiiii_!iiii!i!i_i 119 79 50 35
_iiiiiiii!iiiii_Oiiii!iiiii: 77 55 39
i_iiiiiiiii_i_i;_O!iiiiiiiiiil 84 60 42 28
iliiiiiiiii!iiii!_!!iii!iill _2 65 46 31....................

iiiii!iii!i_i_i_i_O_iiiii!i!ii, 99 70 4_ _3
!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii3_ii!i!iiiii:: 106 75 53 35

ii!iiiiiii!i_iiii!iii!ii ' 88 62 41
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii!iiiillII 101 70 47

!iiii!iiiiiiiiiii_Oiiiiiiiiiii!,,_ 113 79 _3......... , .....,.. • .

iiii!_i_ii_i_i_500!i!ii_:: 88 59
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii!iiiiiii 106 70
iiii!!iiiiiiiiii  -®! ii i  ,: 82
iiiiiiliiiiiii!i!800!!iiiiiiiiI 94

!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiii_i!iiiiill_I 106

8.8 D

hfov = FL

where:

h fov = horizontal field of view, in feet (or meters)

D = distance from camera to object, in feet (or meters)

FL = lens focal length, in millimeters
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Table 3-4. Horizontal linear fields of view for focal length from 8mm (_-in.) camera format

8mm (1/2-in.) Format
I , ,,,,

ii:_iiiiiiiiiii:_i:_iii:_i_iiii:_iil26 22

iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii_Oiiiiii 52 44 38 31 29 28

_!i_i!_i__i_i_i!i!65 54 48 _)9 $_ _4

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii_iiiiiiiil78 65 57 46 44 41 30 23
iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii_Oiiiiiii90 76 67 54 51 48 35 27

i_i_i_i_!_!iiii_i_!_ii!80_i_i_ii 103 87 76 62 58 55 40 31
!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!ig_iiii!iii 98 86 70 66 62 45 35
_!_!_i_iiiiii!:_i_i_!!!!ii_109 95 78 73 69 50 39
iiiiii_i_!_iiiiiii_!!i_ii!_ 114 93 88 83 60 47, 30
iii!ili!iiiiiii!i_i!iiiiii 109 102 96 69 54 35
ii::i'.!iiii!ilililI_ iiiiiii 117 II0 79 62 40 28
_::!i!i!i!i!ii:_::_:i:::::i 89 70 45 32
i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i!ii!i 99 78 50 35
iiiii_i:_iiiiii_!iiiii 109 85 55 39

i!iii!!_:i_:_i_!i!_:_i!!ii:: ....... 93 60 43 30
iii!iiiiiiii::i::i!_iiii::ii 97 62 44 31
:_i:!iii;i!;iii;iiiii_i;!i;ii;i 101 Q4 46 32

i_:i_:iiiii_i!iiiiii3_iiiiii 74 53 37
.........,,,: :.:._..........;...:.:...

!il;ii::ililiiii;::_iiiiiii 87 62 43 29-..=....r..=... :...'.."

i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ili!i!i 99 71 50 33
:_iii!iiiiiii_iiii_iiii_il 124 89 62 41,,

i:_:_iiiiii_i16_i iii:: 106 74 50
iiiili!ii!!iiii!ii_iiiii;i 87 58
iiiiiiii_iii_i_i_i_!iii!i 99 66
iii:.iiiii_ii!i!i!_i_i:i i12 74

iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii 83

iiiiiiiii::ii:_iilil 99
 i!i!i!iiiii!i  !i!i: i07

6.2 D
h =

fov FL

where:

h fov = horizontal field of view, in feet (or meters)

D = distance from camera to object, in feet (or meters)

FL = lens focal length, in millimeters
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3.3 Depth of Field

The lens depth of field is defined as the distance between the nearest and farthest object whose images
are in proper focus. Depth of field will increase by increasing the f-number (decreasing aperture) and is
dependent on the quality of the lens as defined by its resolution. The hyperfocal distance is defined as
the distance at which a lens is focused to produce acceptable focus from half that distance to infinity. For
example, a sample lens of a given aperture that produces sharp images from 50 m (164 t_) to infinity would
have a hyperfocal distance of 100 m (328 ft). This is a unique number for each lens and is also a function
of the resolution of the lens.

3.4 Format

The lens format, like the camera imager format, is the maximum usable image created by the lens.
Standard lens formats are the 16mm, or 1-in., format (with an imaging diameter of about 16 mm) used
on the 1-in. format camera tubes and the 11mm, or _-in., format (with an imaging diameter of 11 mm).
The Fa-in. format lenses cannot be used on 1-in. format imaging devices without losing a considerable
portion of the image. However, the 1-in. format lenses can be used on _3-in. format imagers with an
imaged scene overflowing the _3-in. imaging format.

3.5 Lens Resolution

The resolution of the lens does not ordinarily limit the overall assessment system response. Some
manufacturers may quote resolution in TV lines of resolution, typically 800 TV lines or more. It is
generally understood that lenses are designed to optical line pairs per millimeter standards which have
significantly greater resolution than any other component in the video system.

3.6 Light Control

As previously described in the camera section, only the standard vidicon can internally adapt to wide
variations in light levels. Ali of the other commonly used cameras contain imagers that require external
control of the incoming illumination. By far the most widely used method of light control is found in the
magnetically operated automatic iris lens system. Usually the video signal amplitude is monitored, and
a drive signal is created to maintain the amplitude at some predetermined, adjustable level. As the video
level decreases, the auto-iris lens is driven to increase the aperture. At some point, however, the iris is
driven fully open, and a decreasing light level will result in a reduced amplitude video signal.

Some cameras are designed with an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit to maintain the video signal
level as the light is reduced. However, the ACC circuit adds additional noise to the video signal. In tube
imagers, the low light levels and AGC result in a reduced resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. In solid-
state imagers, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases, but the resolution remains fairly constant. The
resulting image at the lower light levels is compromised by the narrow dynamic range between black and
white levels (reduced contrast) until the image becomes unusable.

During the installation of cameras, the cameras should be focused to produce the sharpest image under
the lowest light conditions expected. This will produce the best overall focus settingbecause under a fully
open iris condition depth of field is minimum.

3.7 Variable Focal Length Lenses

Variable focal length, or zoom, lenses are quite popular with facility security designers. Zoom lenses seem
to possess a unique opportunity to provide considerable flexibility in solving assessment problems;
however, they usually fail in this regard. Zoom lenses have a limited role in assessment applications
because of the variable focal length. A properly designed assessment area doe_ not have an infinite
number of possible focal lengths that can effectively be used. It would be unusual, iftwo different standard
focal length, auto-iris lenses could be used in the effective assessment of any given perimeter sector.
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Because there is a limited selection of lenses with focal length more than 25 mm, manual zoom lenses
with auto-iris lenses may cost three to five times more than a fixed focal length lens. They could be used
in an unusual geometry sector where there are severe limitations on the possible camera location, and
the optimum focal length is greater than 25 mm but is not a standard focal length. Zoom lenses have more
lens elements, which results in reduced light transmissivity, requiring additional artificial lighting for
night assessment. Remote control of the focal length in a zoom lens adds to the cost over a manual zoom
lens. This cost is in the range of five to eight times that of a fixed focal length lens and may exceed the
cost of the camera.

The most common and preferred use of the zoQm lens is in surveillance applications where a pan/tilt
camera mount is also used. In this configuration, a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) equipped camera could be used
for assessment backup in the event of camera failure. This would permit the orderly replacement of the
failed camera without leaving the assessment area unprotected. It should be noted that this camera
would not be accessible for other (surveillance) activities while it is being used for assessment backup.
The location ofthe PTZ camera should be such that assessment is feasible from that location, and the
zoom range is set to achieve video coverage equivalent to the failed camera.

3.8 Object Resolution

In viewing a complex scene, objects of various sizes should be detectable. Small objects may or may not
be seen, depending on their positions vertically at the image plane of the camera. Studies have shown
that reliable object detection occurs when the object subtends 1.5 to 2.5 pixels; object orientation, 2.1 to
3.5 pixels; object classification, 6.4 to 9.5 pixels; and object identification, 10 to 16 pixels.

Defining the minimum resolution for a specific application depends on the confidence level of the
specifier. Persons less familiar with their own or others' abilities to detect a given object may specify
higher resolution requirements. Poor Ughting, complex scenes, low scene reflectance, expected maintenance
problems, and other factors may also tend to encourage the use of higher resolution requirements. For
these reasons many different minimum resolution standards have been developed for different applica-
tions over several years.

None of these standards are wrong, but higher resolution requirements mean greater numbers of
cameras should be used where extended straight-line perimeter sections should have continuous
assessment coverage. The resolution in pixels (or scan lines) per foot is inversely proportional to the
camera-to-object maximum distance; thus, greater resolution requirements mean a greater nn_nber of
cameras.

If the assessment scene is viewed live from the monitor, then ali of the resolution capability of the video
system is available to the viewer. If the scene is recorded on magnetic tape or in solid-state memory, then
the resolution is restricted by the tape recorder to about 300 TV lines of horizontal resolution or by the
solid-state memory to about 360 TV lines for a 512 by 512 memory array.

Allowing for all of the system restrictions, image recording, and environmental factors, a resolution of
300 TV lines of resolution horizontally and vertically can be used as a conservative guide for system
design. For a 1-in. format image tube, 300 TV line horizontal and vertical resolution and four pixels per
foot object resolution, a maximum horizontal field of view of 30.48 m (100 ft) is acceptable. The 30.48-
m (100-ft) width restriction is applicable regardless of the lens focal length selected. The minimum-sized
object will then subtend 1 percent of the horizontal field of view.

For real-time assessment, the horizontal resolution of the camera, usually about 600 TV lines, can be
used as a reference. A common standard of eight pixels per foot of object resolution would indicate that
the maximum horizontal field of view should be limited to 30.48 m (100 t_), or 1 percent of the horizontal
field of view. While this standard ignores the fact that the vertical resolution is limited to only 340 to 400
TV lines, the result is the same as the four pixels per foot object resolution based on a 300 TV line maximum
horizontal and vertical system resolution stated above. From this, it can be seen that the object resolution
specification in pixels per foot should include the system resolution used as a basis for this specification.



Object resolution can be measured in the field using a variety of one-foot shapes, such as a circle, square,
and triangle. In this test the video monitor observer should be able to classify which shape(s) has been
placed at the far end of the assessment zone. Another test target for measuring horizontal resolution is
a one-foot square with a number (corresponding to resolution) of alternating white and black bands. In
this test the observer should note whether or not the alternate bands are discernible.

3.9 Site Layout

Site layout can begin as soon as a preliminary sensor layout has been defined. Ifa standard, double-fence
perimeter is required, the assessment widths are usually determined by the fence boundaries. Templates
can be fabricated for the fields of view for common standard focal length lenses. The templates can be
fabricated from flexible clear plastic cut to the desired angle with the aid of a protractor. Overlaying a
site plan drawing of any scale factor, the templates will indicate the camera fields of view for the selected
focal lengths. The templates can be marked with distance references relating to the scale of the site
drawing, if desired.

A table of maximum distances for each of the lenses to be used can be generated for reference as the design
process continues. The maximum distances depend on the object resolution determined to be adequate
for the specific site. Calculations on the minimum distance to the point where the lens can see the full
spacingbetween fences should be made for each lens to be considered. Thus, the minimum and maximum
distances that a specific lens can cover can be established for that particular site.

For the special case where an assessment system is being designed for perimeter use, the distance and
width approximation may be used to determine the maximum zone length that may be assessed with a
particular camera and lens combination. Figure 3-2 shows a typical perimeter configuration. Note that
the lower field of view (bottom of scene on TV monitor) is not always the minimum zone width. Likewise,
the upper field of view is not normally the limiting field of view width. Also note that between the camera
location and lower field of view, there is a blind area which cannot be seen by the camera.

If standard lenses (25mm, 50mm, 75mm, etc.) are to be used, a fast and easy calculation can be made to
determine either the width of the field of view at a given distance from the camera or the distance from
the camera given a specific width. Either of these, distance or width, can be approximated as follows:

FL
D _--2C_')hfov for1-inchcamera format

D =-3_=_)hfov for2/3-inchcamera format (3-1)

D = 4_-_)hfov for1/2-inchcameraformat

D = distance from camera (m)

FL = focal length (mm)

h_ = width of field of view (m)

As an example of distance and width approximation, a 20 m wide area, assessed with a 16mm format
camera using a 50mm focal length lens, would have its camera placed 80 m away in order to see the entire
20 m width.
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The templates and the minimum and maximum usable distances for each lens are then used to continue
the trial and error layout process around the facility perimeter. Although the discussion assumes a
double-fence perimeter, any sensored open area is handled in the same way. The boundaries are the
limits set by agreement, usually slightly larger than the sensored area, rather than the obvious fence
lines.

3.10 Procurement

Lenses are procured only after all the site assessment design layouts have been made and confirmed.
Camera manufacturers typically offer a fairly complete line of manual and auto-iris lenses for their
cameras. Most cameras and lenses use a standard C mount attachment method. The C mount has a 25.4
mm (1-in.) thread diameter with 32 threads per in. The standard C mount lens has its image plane 17.5
mm (0.69 in.) behind the lens mounting flange surface. While some manufacturers may have a lr,ns and
camera mount different from the standard C mount with very limited selection of lens focal lengths, they
may offer a C mount adapter. Ali lenses purchased should have the standard C mounting configuration
for standardization, interchangeability, and the widest range of focal lengths.

The auto-iris lens should be selected for all cameras except standard antimony trisulfide vidicons. For
quicker response, lack of motor noise, and extended iris life, the preferred auto-iris lens is magnetically
driven rather than motor driven. To accommodate the wide range of light levels expected in all exterior
mounted cameras, the auto-iris lenses should be equipped with a neutral density spot filter. Only interior
mounted cameras operating with constant scene illumination can be expected to operate without auto-
iris lenses.

There are only about six to eight focal lengths from which to choose among all manufacturers of auto-
iris, neutral-density, spot-filter lenses. This narrows the options in system design. For this reason, it is
very important to establish a working relationship with sensor and site construction designers to provide
a complete security system that considers ali of the factors and limitations.

3.11 Maintenance

No maintenance is required with the auto-iris lens. All repair work should be referred to the manufac-
turer. The outer (objective) lens can be cleaned with an alcohol/water mix or lens cleaner and a lint-free
optical cloth or lens tissue. Abrasive liquids, pastes, or cloths should be avoided. Care should be exercised
in cleaning to prevent scratching the lens surface and/or coatings. Except under unusual circumstances,
the lens should not be removed to clean the rear lens element or the imager surface.
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4 LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Correctly designed lighting systems are of paramount importance in the performance of any video
assessment system. Even low light level cameras will not provide adequate assessment capabilities
unless careful attention is given to ali aspects of lighting needs, including a basic understanding oflamp
types and characteristics, as detailed below.

4.1 Lamp Types

Primary lamp types include

• Incandescent: Light is emitted from a heated filament inside an evacuated globe.

• Quartz Iodine: Light is generated as in an incandescent lamp, but the globe is filled with a halogen
gas that regenerates the filament and allows higher intensity.

• Fluorescent Lamp: Light is generated by electric current conducted by ionized mercury vapor inside
a glass tube. The low pressure vapor emits ultraviolet radiation that is converted to visible light by
fluorescent powders on the inner surface of the tube.

• High Intensity Discharge Lamp: The light energy is generated by direct interaction of an arc with the
gas to produce visible light. High intensity discharge lamps include mercury vapor lamps, metal halide
lamps, and high and low pressure sodium lamps. Argon is normally added to aid starting, and various
powders or vapors may be added to improve color rendition.

Table 4-1 summarizes various lamp characteristics.

4.2 Lighting Requirements

The four major requirements in lighting specification ar_

(1) Horizontal illuminationmLight striking a horizontal plane is termed horizontal illumination. The
intensity of this light should be sufficient to provide adequate faceplate illumination to the camera. This
is a function of the camera imaging device, the lens speed (f-number), lens quality (transmissivity of the
lens itself), and the ground surface. The equation for faceplate illumination requirements from Section
3 can be rearranged to isolate scene-illumination, yielding

4IFf2 (4-1)
IS =R---_L

where:

Is = scene illumination

Ir = faceplate illumination

f = f-number of lens

R = scene reflectance

TL - lens transmissivity
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Table 4-1. Lamp characteristics

,

High Low
Quartz M_mry Metal Pru_re

Incandescent Iodine Vapor Halide Sodium Sodium

Efficiency in 12-20 20-23 40-66 80-100 96-130 131-183lumens/watt

Mono-
Broad, High Broad, High Blue Green Broad Gold-Yellow chromatic

Spectrum in Infrared in Infrared Yellow

3-7 10-20 2 Minutes Immediateto2
Restrike Time Immediate Immediate Minutes Minutes or less Minutes

iii

8-15 Minutes
Time of Full 3-7 3-5 3-4 (initial)

Output (initial Immediate Immediate
or restn3m) Minutes Minutes Minutes 5 Minutes

Lamp Life
750 to 10,000 2,000 24,000 15,000 20,000 18,000in hours

(lamp size) (100 W) (1,500 W) (100-400 W) (400 W) (400 W) (180 W)

Voltages 5-5,000 45-5,000 175-3,000 175-1,500 50-1,000 35-180Available

For example, assume the following representative values:

IF = 0.02 fc (average silicon array camera)

f = 1.4 (fast lens)

R = 0.25 (graded and smoothed ground)

TL =0.8

For this particular camera configuration, the required scene illumination is then 0.8 fc to provide
sufficient illumination for good low light level camera resolution. Note that scene reflectance varies with
environmental factors: normally being minimum when rain wettened and maximum when snow covered.
The NRC requirement for exterior lighting is 0.2 fc (minimum) measured horizontally at ground level.
The user should verify that the lighting level will provide usable video for the camera scene.
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(2) Vertical illumination--Light striking a vertical plane is termed vertical illumination. This light
should be intense enough to provide good contrast between an object in the field and the background. The
required level of lighting for this is difficult to estimate; however, for most exterior lighting systems
satisfying horizontal illumination requirements, vertical illumination is at an adequate level.

(3) Light/dark ratio--Equal in importance to light levels, but often not considered, is the ratio of
illumination levels between the brightest and darkest areas in the scene. The camera electronics average
the scene illumination to set the iris control and AGC level. If the light/dark ratio is excessive, light areas
will provide too much light, causing blooming or wash-out of details. Likewise, the dark areas will not
provide sufficient light for good resolution.

A light/dark ratio of six to one should be considered to be the maximum, while a ratio of less than four
to one is strongly suggested for exterior lighting. This includes the entire area observed by the camera
and notjust the area ofinterest. That is, lighting should extend beyond corners and fences to provide even
illumination over three-fourths of the camera field of view. The area between the fences should be
uniformly light-colored with a minimum reflectance of 30 percent when dry.

(4) Lighting spectrum--Camera imagers are like the human eye in that they are sensitive only to a
limited band of the electromagnetic spectrum. If the light output spectrum and the camera imager
sensitivity spectrum are different, more light may be required to provide adequate illumination. The
lighting spectrum may not correspond to the area of maximum imager sensitivity, so a higher light level
will be required than for broad spectrum illumination.

If an infrared energy source were used, a silicon array or solid-state imager equipped camera could
function even if no illumination were visible to the eye. Since most lighting applications deal with visible
light, errors can be made in estimating the light required if the camera imager spectrum is not
considered. Figure 4-1 illustrates _e spectral response of various imagers. The 589 line indicates the
main spectral emission of sodium vapor luminaires.

4.3 Design

After lighting requirements have been determined, manufacturers and suppliers of lighting equipment
should be consulted. Most major lighting suppliers have access to computer programs that can model a
proposed lighting system to provide expected horizontal and vertical illumination levels over the area
of interest. Maximum and minimum levels and light/dark ratio can also be determined. With access to
such a program, a number of possible lighting configurations can be evaluated. The inputs to a computer
program normally include specification of light fixture and lamp, mounting height, light pole spacing,
and fixture orientation. The light output, as a function of angle from the fixture, also needs to be
programmed. These data, however, are provided by the lighting manufacturers and are normally
incorporated in the lighting suppliers' programs. If extensive lighting work is to be performed by a
particular facility, a lighting program for in-house use should be considered.

The lighting configuration should be tested by installing a minimum of five fixtures (for single row
installations) and actually measuring the illumination present. Measurements should be made at
ground level at a sufficient number of equal intervals along straight-line parallel paths to locate the
brightest and darkest points along the lines. Lighting patterns can also be estimated by using
commercially available software that runs on personal computers.

Adjustment and modification of the total lighting system after installation should be anticipated. It is
not uncommon to discover during camera testing that there are spurious reflections, bright spots, etc.,
that need to be corrected.

The respective horizontal and vertical illumination levels required for interior lighting are affected by
the geometry of walls and obstructions. Reflections from room surfaces will also influence the lighting
required. Major adjustment and/or modification of lights may be required to achieve satisfactory interior
video performance.
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Figure 4-1. Spectral response

Any interior lighting level suitable forhuman comfort and safety, between 30 and 100 fc, is sufficient for
the less expensive cameras. This assumes that surveillance and/or assessment is not required in a
darkened room_ Ifa constant light level is provided and maintained for ali assessment needs, the manual
iris lenses can be used with some cost-saving possibility.
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5 VIDEO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

When the video assessment cameras are located a significant distance from the video monitors, a
transmission system is required to carry the video signal between these points. The signal at the end of
the transmission path should be as faithfu! a reproduction of the original signal as possible. Any
technique for transmitting a video signal results in some signal degradation, but proper selection of a
transmission mode, tailored to the site-specific conditions, can result in a cost-effective, technically
acceptable system.

5.1 Cable

The most common method of video transmission is by cable, which has many forms. Coaxial cable is the
most common choice, although twisted pair, triaxial, and twinaxial (balanced line) systems are
sometimes selected for their specific characteristics. Video signals are normally transmitted from 75-
ohm signal drivers that, for most efficient use, should be carried on 75-ohm cable and terminated at the
end of the line with a 75-ohm characteristic _mpedance.

The performance required of a video cable is based upon the frequency requirements of the video signal
. to be transmitted through it and the physical and/or electrical environment in which it will be used. Any

transmission line has resistive and reactive losses. These losses, primarily functions of the distributed
capacitance and conductor resistance, are usually expressed in decibels (dB) per unit length. Signal
attenuation increases with beth the signal frequency and cable length and varies widely among the
various cable types.

Several core/shield combinations are common in video cable. The differences are largely due to the
relative ability of any given configuration to operate in adverse electromagnetic environments without
significant signal degradation. The most comn_on configurations for video transmission are coaxial and
triaxial 75-ohm cables and twinaxial 124-ohm cables. Figure 5-1 illustrates cross-sections for these
configurations.

Differences exist in the composition ofthe outer insulating jacket, depending on the ultimate use of the
cable. Exterior cable is usually insulated with polyethylene suitable for direct burial or continuous
exposure to weather. Armoring is accomplished by wrapping a polyethylene-covered steel sheath around
the cable. Overhead cabling in which an integral messenger wire is incorporated is also available.

For installations where electromagnetic interference (EMI) is prevalent, the interference phase cancel-
latiori properties ofbalanced line twinaxial cable or the additional shielding capabilities oftriaxial cable
may be desi_le. Twinaxi_l cdble _or cCTv systems is 124 ohms (nominal) and will 8euerally require
impedaiiee m_itching transfoi-mets or amplifi_. If _0petl_ used, matching or signal isolation trans-
formers will also eliminate alternating current (AC) ground currents in the paths ofcoaxial and triaxial
cable runs.

Assuming that correct impedance matching is maintained, the attenuation characteristics are readily
available from the cable manufacturer. Table 5-1 lists the characteristics of some of the common types
of cable.

For a given distance and frequency, the cable attenuation in dB can be determined. If cable loss is greater
than about 6 dB at the highest frequency, some form of signal conditioning may be required to maintain
optimum performance. The decision on whether to buy r;ignal conditioning should be dependent upon the
actual system resolution requirements and should be considered in light of the additional expense of the
conditioning equipment and for recurring maintenance.

The most common coaxial cable used is the RG-59 type. It can be used in ali sho_ lengths typically found
in a security center. Although this cable produces considerable losses, its small diameter, low cost, and
flexibility make it popular. The RG-59 cable can be used for camera-to-monitor lengths up to a few

WIUiIUU& i_tppl Ut;ll_.lt)iU _l_ll_gl IA_l _Cttdt#lt _1 &I|U ItUI_,UDDJ&_ gut oa_atat bvaktAzt_tvaa-

ing equipment. Coaxial cable of smaller diameter, such as RG_179 cr RG-187, should be used in the
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Figure 5-1. Cross-sections of typical video cables

shortest lengths possible and only if bulkier cable is too large, as in video switcher input and output
panels. These miniature cables have about five times the high frequency loss per unit length of the RG-
59 cable. RG-59 coaxial cable is frequently used in camera control cables having power, video, remote
camera control functions, and lens control functions in a single, multiconductor cable assembly.

Larger diameter cable such as RG- 11 is commonly used when the camera video run s are several hundred
feet. RG-11 has about 40 percent of the high frequency loss per unit length of RG-59 cable. This type of
cable can be selected with an insulating jacket suitable for direct burial if the presence of small wildlife
does not present a hazard to the insulating jacket.

A third type of coaxial cable, the semi-rigid, aluminum-shielded cable, is used at video baseband and
radio-frequency (RF) modulated frequencies. Cable running hundreds of feet can be accommodated
without signal conditioning at video baseband frequencies. This type of cable is used by the cable TV
industry and for security applications where multiple channel transmission is more efficient than
multiple runs of baseband video coaxial cable. It has high frequency losses per unit length of about one-
half to one-third of those in RG- 11 cable, depending on the cable diameter.

Aluminum clad cable is the most expensive cable discussed, but in some installations, it could offset the
cost if signal conditioning equipment became unnecessary. The standard signal conditioning hardware
for cable TV transmission allows only about 4 MHz of video bandwidth in its standard configuration.
However, equipment manufacturers have provided modified double-bandwidth equipment at a modest
cost increase to provide a more acceptable frequency response for security applications.
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Table 5-1. Video cable characteristics

Cable Impedance Jacket OD Attenuation at
type ohms in (cm) 10 MHz, dB/100 tt

RG-59/U 75 0.242 (0.615) 1.10
coaxial

RG-59/U 75 0.315 (0.800) 0.73
t_axial

RG-11/U 75 0.405 (1.029) 0.66
coaxial

RG-11/U 75 0.475 (1.207) 0.40
triaxial

JT 4412 75 0.412 (1.046) 0.26
Semi-rigid coaxial

JT 4500 75 0.500 (1.27) 0.21
Semi-rigid coaxial

2092 124 0.242 (0.615) 1.70
Twinaxial

9860 124 0.440 (1.118) 0.70
Twinaxial

Aluminum clad cable is more difficult to handle because of its aluminum shield, minimum bend radius,
and susceptibility to decreased performance from damage in mishandling. If semi-rigid coaxial cable is
selected, it should be of the armored variety. Armoring provides some protection from rough handling.
Even armored cable is susceptible to damage by kinking or denting with a resulting impedance mismatch
and signal degradation. Many contractors are not familiar with installation of semi-rigid coaxial cable
and may require training in handling procedures.

Once the length of the cable running between the camera and the monitor has been determined, the cost
of each cable type and its installation cost should be considered together. In some cases, the cable length
may be such that signal conditioning may be required regardless of the type of cable selected. In such a
circumstance, a less expensive or more easily handled cable can be selected if the cost of the signal
conditioning is not offset by the choice of the less costly cable.

The design of the cable transmission system should consider the bandwidth of the overall video system
including the camera and the monitor. For the most cost-effective solution, ali the elements of the system
should be of comparable resolution capability. Transmission systems can be tailored to provide almost
any bandwidth. High-quality monitors usually provide high resolution. The primary bandwidth
limitation is the camera whose imager and format will determine the live image quality. The transmis-
sion system should not degrade the camera bandwidth so as to nullify the selection of a high resolution
camera. If significant bandwidth degradation seems inevitable under the site specific restrictions, then
signal conditioning equipment should be considered.

In determining the bandwidth and resolution requirements, a common rule of thumb states that 1 MHz
of bandwidth is equivalent to a spatial resolution ofS0 TV lines. For example, a 10-MHz bandwidth can
resolve 800 TV lines of resolution.

_
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Before any installation is begun, a test of the selected components should be made over the maximum
expected length of cable run in order to evaluate the choice of cable and equipment. System design from
manufacturers' specifications alone may not always provide the system results intended.

For underground cable installation, time-domain reflectometer (TDR) measurements should be made
afl_r the cable has been laid and ali necessary splices have been made, but before the cable is buried.
These measurements should detect any cable breakage or impedance anomalies. Trenches should be
deep enough to preclude cutting cables during routine surface maintenance such as smoothing, grading,
and cleaning of drainage ditches. For above-ground installation, cable routing should avoid potential
sources of noise and inadvertent damage. Cable runs in conduit can reduce the possibility of damage and
deter tampering.

Ali cable connectors, splices, feedthroughs, barrier strips, crimp terminals, clamps, and interface panels
should be specified by drawing to identify installation and performance requirementc These components
should not require a high degree of skill for installation, since much of this work neen_ _ be performed
in the field.

5.2 Connectors

A large variety of connector types and styles is available for connecting video equipment and cables.
Selection of connector type is usually determined by the type of cable in use and by the type of connectors
supplied on the equipment. Crimp and solder connections are available for most types ofcennectors. Both
_onnections are acceptable, but crimp connections may be easier in field installations.

The primary types of connecters for the cables described are the BNC, twinaxial, UHF, and Type F. Any
connector selected for video applications should have a characteristic impedance matching that of the
cable, typically 75 ohms for unbalanced cable and 124 ohms for balanced cable. These connectors are
illustrated in Figure 5-2.

BNC Connect6r uHF connector

Type F Connector

Twinaxial Connector

Figure 5-2. Cable connectors
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5.3 Signal Conditioning

Any video cable will cause some degradation to the video signal. High-frequency attenuation, induced
noise, and phase shifts, can radically alter the amount of useful information in the video signal. High-
frequency attenuation reduces picture detail (loss of resolution), while phase shifting can cause image
smear or Ughosts_ beca_ of impe.da_ce di_con_nmties along the cab|e or at splices and cable
connections. Induced noise ca_ be seen on the mo_i_r as high-fr.equency or random "snow, _ or as power
line noise (light and dark horizontal bars on the moni_r). Both forms of noise can p_artially obscure the
desired image on the monitor, effectively reducing syste m reso_.ution.

To compensa_ for thes,e signal _egradations, s.ignal conditioning should b_ep_efformed at one or more
points along the Video transmission path. A wide range of video conditioning equipment is available
commercially.

Video equalizers compensate for the high-frequency signal losses in long lengths of video cable. The
amount of equalization needed depends on the cabl_esel,ect_d _n_ its length. Equalizers usually provide
a gain adjustment to compensate for resistive .lo_es _ _h.e c.ab!e and one or more high frequency
adjustments. Some equalizers may contain 12 to 15 a_ustmen_ to compensate selectively for losses at
different frequencies. For most situations, an equalizerwith fewer adjustments may be adequate if signal
quality is not seriously diminished. A test s,igT_algenerator _da multiburst or sweep frequency
generator can de_rmine the amount of loss t_at is tolerable with the required cable length. While
manufacturers' specifications provide a guide in the selection of equalizers, it is preferable to evaluate
several types of equalizers before final selection is mp_,e.

Equalization can be performed at e.i_er end of the tran,s_ission line. At the camera end, this technique
is called pre-equalization and may be a fixed amount of selective _mpl.ificatio_ 0fthe higher frequencies.
This approach provides amp!_ficatipn before _e signal amplitude is reduced by the cable run. When used
at the receiving end, the technique is called post-equalization. Post-equalization offers easy adjustment,
since this end of the cable is usually located where test equipment can be easily accessed and the effects
of equalization on signal quality easily determined. Post-equalization does have the disadvantage that
in amplifying the signal some noise will be added to the signal. For exceptionally long cable runs, both
pre- and post-equalization can be used.

5.3.2 Hum Clampers

A common problem in long video cable runs is that of power line frequency signals being combined with
the video signal. This occurs because grounds in separate locations are often not at the same potential.
These potential differences at the ends of the cables cause power line frequency currents to flow in the
outer shield in unbalanced (75 ohm) lines. The signal path is shown in Figure 5-3.

If this signal is of sufficient amplitude, the effect may be seen on the video monitor as hum bars, or
horizontal light and dark bars in the video signal. The signals can be reduced or eliminated by devices
commonly known as clampers, hum eliminators, or clamping amplifiers or by differential input
amplifiers that isolate the video signal from a ground potential.

The transformer is the simplest form of hum eliminator, which passively acts to isolate the video cable
shield from ground potential. This effectively breaks the power line frequency signal path, eliminating
the current flow. Figure 5-4 illustrates this effect.

The active hum clamper may use the power line signal in an out-of-phase condition and add it to the video
signal. This results in the cancellation of the power line frequency signal and leaves a clean video signal
without the induced hum. Other types ofclampers use the blanking level of the incoming composite video
signal as a reference and clamp that level with reference to a fxed potential.
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Figure 5-4. Hum cancellation by isolation transformer

In a balanced line transmission system, any noise induced in the lines is coupled to both sides of the line
at the same time, thus nullifying their effects. These balanced line systems, usually of 124-ohm
impedance, require a matching transformer or amplifier to transform the impedance of the video line
from 75 ohms to 124 ohms and back again at the other end. Figure 5-5 illustrates this type of system.

5.4 Fiber-Optic Transmission Systems

Fiber-optic transmission systems use an optical path rather than an electrical path for the transmission
of information. The conductor is a glass fiber rather than copper. An electro-optical transmitter is
required at the sending end of the optical fiber to convert the electrical video signal into an optical signal.
This can be done by a simple light-emitting diode (LED) or a high-intensity laser.
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The maximum usable length of the fiber transmission path is affected by the source power and
wavelength; the fiber diameter and material; the connector and splice losses; and the receiver gain. In
the electro-optical receiver, a photodiode converts the optical signal back into the electrical video signal
present at the camers_

The advantages of fiber-optic transmission over copper wire are

• immunity from induced noise
• no radiated EMl or radio-frequency interference (RFI)
• immunity from external EMl and RFI
• no ground-loop electrical path
• reduced susceptibility to equipment damage from lightning
• wider bandwidth capability

The glass-fiber optical conductors used for video transmission are low-loss silica-based fibers. The core
is the primary optical path and is surrounded by cladding to contain the light energy within the core. The
cladding should have a lower index of refraction to reflect the light energy back into the core. The index
of refraction is the ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum to the velocity of light through a given optical
medium. As the density of a light-conducting material increases, the velocity of light decreases, resulting
in an increase in the index of refraction. The index ofrefraction is greater for shorter wavelengths of light,
which means that they propagate more slowly along the optical fiber.

In very small diameter (4-12 microns) fibers, the light from the source is confined primarily along the
axis ofthe fiber. This propagation method is defined as single mode since the propagation is along a single
path. Since the fiber is small, it can accept incoming light only over a very small acceptance angle,
meaning that less light from the source is coupled into the fiber. The acceptance angle can be defined by
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thenumericalaperture(NA),whichrelatestotheindicesofrefractionbetweenthecoreand thecladding.
Largernumericalaperturesmean higheracceptanceangles.

Single mode fibers can conduct wide bandwidth signals over long distances. The bandwidth and the
length of the fibers determine the amount of signal attenuation. Fiber cable attenuation for single mode
fibers is typically less than I dB per kilometer of length. Light sources for this type of transmission are
usually laser diodes, particularly for longer distance, wider bandwidth applications. The operating
wavelengths for these sources are in the near-infrared region of the spectrum, typically at 1.3 and 1.5
microns. The receivers are usually avalanche photodiodes that intrinsically have some amplification,
although they are more costly and require more power than PIN photodiodes.

As fiber diameters increase, the acceptance angles increase, resulting in more light from the source being
coupled into the fiber. The light enters the fiber at many different angles and is propagated through the
fiber along many different paths. This is defined as multimode propagation. Multimode fibers can be
found in diameters of S0 to 1,000 microns. The smaller diameter fibers are made of glass, while the larger
diameter fibers are plastic composition. Because of the high losses in plastic fibers, their use is limited
to very short transmission distances.

The multimode propagation results in dispersion of the light as it passes along the fiber, resulting in a
distorted signal at the end of the fiber due to the multiple light paths combining to form the output signal.
By building the fiber with glasses of decreasing indices of refraction from the core outward, the longer
light path signals will be propagated faster through the outer edges of the fiber. This reduces the light
dispersion, resulting in a less distorted output signal. This type of fiber is called a graded index fiber.

Multimode fibers are usually used for short-distance transmission systems. The usable transmission
length is reduced by the modal dispersion of the light signal. Fiber cable losses are typically on the order
of 2 to 10 dB per kilometer of cable. Light emitting diodes are commonly used for the light source. The
operating wavelength of these sources is in the range of 820 to 880 nanometers or near 1.3 microns.

In either type of fiber-optic transmission system, the number of connectors, splices, and taps will reduce
the effective length of the system since there are light losses at ali of these junctions. Each end of the fiber
should be perpendicular to the fiber axis, and the end face should be as fiat as possible to minimize losses.
Connective losses can result from lateral misalignment, angular misalignment, and the gap between the
fiber ends. Lateral placement is more critical for smaller fibers, while gap losses increase with the size
of the gap and are greater in high numerical aperture fibers.

Connectors are more difficult to terminate on single mode fibers. Typical losses are on the order of 0.2
dB. Multimode connectors are less expensive but have losses in the 0.3- to 0.5-dB range. Special tooling
and expertise are frequently required to terminate fibers.

There are several common types of connectors in use for the various fiber types. The type of connector
to be used usually will be determined by the manufacturer of the transmitter and receiver selected. The
manufacturers' recommendations in selecting the fiber and connector type should be considered.

Splices can be made in fiber cable at lower losses than connectors, provided care is exercised. For very
low loss splices, as low as 0.1 dB, some special hardware and/or tooling is required. In some instances,
special bonding adhesives are used that have an index of refraction matched closely to that of the fiber.

One difficulty with signal distribution by fiber optics is that switching and loop-through configurations
result in a considerable loss in signal strength. Signal restoration by active elements can compensate for
these losses, but active elements can fail, reducing system reliability. These switching and distribution
functions may be better served by electronic means for the foreseeable future.
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Multiconductor bundles of fiber-optic cable can be combined in a protective jacket for a variety of
environments. The cable can have metallic or nonmetallic strengthening members to allow the cable to
be pulled in conduit much as electrical cable. Care should be exercised in the handling, installation, and
termination of the cable to avoid fracturing the glass fibers in the cable. The minimum bend radius of
the individual fibers should be observed when routing and terminating the fibers.

At this time, fiber-optic cable is more expensive than coaxial cable, but there are situations where fiber-
optic cable may be the better choice for the distance or for the environment. Some manufacturers have
packaged single-fiber video transmission systems with transmitter, receiver, and terminated cable in
lengths exceeding a kilometer. For exterior video assessment transmission systems, rack-mounted,
multiple-module receivers are available.

In designing or specifying a fiber-optic transmission system, the basic system requirements should first
be established for bandwidth and distance. The bandwidth should be sufficient to preclude a reduction
in resolution from the camera. The transmitters and receivers, frequently sold in pairs for specific
applications, can then be considered. The transmitter/receiver pair should have sufficient power and
sensitivity to function reliably over the required distance through a selected fiber. The type and size of
the fiber and the connector type will usually be determined by the manufacturer of the transmitter and
the receiver. Some manufacturers offer user-specified connector options. The total system optical loss
(loss budget) should be less, by a comfortable margin, than the transmitter power (power budget). This
loss budget is the sum of the individual losses attributable to the fiber and connectors and the power
required by the receiver, as well as by the safety margin to allow for additional connectors, taps, or splices
necessary at installation and for future maintenance requirements. The help of the transmitter/receiver
manufacturers should be sought for determining the fiber selection and loss budget considerations for
their particular equipment.

5.5 Microwave Transmission Systems

Microwave transmission is commonly used by the broadcast television industry to relay program
material to transmitters from a remote site or studio facility. Equipment is commercially available for
wider bandwidth transmission for security applications. The use of microwave transmission is compli-
cated by the requirements for Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approval for frequency
allocation. An obvious restriction is that any microwave-transmitted video signal can be intercepted
along and beyond the signal path very easily without detection. While technically plausible, and in many
cases extremely cost-effective, these systems have not been widely used in security applications.

5.6 Optical Transmission Systems

Optical transmission systems have much the same characteristics as microwave transmission systems,
except that they do not require FCC approval for operation. The video signal is transmitted by amplitude
modulation of an LED or laser. Typically an audio (or data) channel is provided.

As in microwave transmission systems, the chief advantage of optical transmission systems is the ability
to provide line-of-sight transmission across or among physical obstacles without the need for laying
cable. This can be especially useful in site security retrofit installations. Another advantage to optical
transmission systems is their immunity to interference in high electromagnetic or electrostatic
environments. Their maximum useful range may be only several hundred to a few thousand feet, but they
can be very cost-effective in the right circumstances. Temporary transmission paths can be easily
accomplished with optical transmission systems.

Their main disadvantage is that operation may be hindered in fog, rain, or snow, depending on the
density and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
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6 SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEMS

In an ideal CCTV system, the scanning electron beam or the solid-state imager readout generating the
video signal and the electron beam creating the image on the video monitor are at identical relative
locations at identical times. Sync pulses control this time/position relationship by controlling the
oscillators driving horizontal and vertical blanking snd deflection circuits. The choice of synchronizing
technique for an assessment system will be influenced by system size, system complexity, and the
available budget. The choices are to use random local sync or line-lock sync in the camera or to provide
a master sync source for the entire video system.

6.1 Local Sync

In the local sync option, oscillators in each camera generate the sync pulses that may differ from camera
to camera in timing and frequency. Local sync is the easiest and least expensive way of providing system
sync, but it also produces the least aesthetically pleasing monitor display. Vertical rolling may appear
on the monitor briefly after switching between cameras. Video recorders may lose critical assessment
information because of delay in sync lockup afl_r switchingbetween sources. In addition, local sync may
not be compatible with some other video equipment such as character generators and video motion
detectors.

6.2 Line-Lock Sync

Some camera sync generators can be locked to the AC power-line frequency. Ali line-locked cameras that
derive power from the same AC power-line phase will have their sync pulses in phase with each other.
In addition, some cameras have phase-shii_ circuitry that permits line-lock operation from any phase of
a three-phase power system. In some circumstances, this line-lock mode may be sufficiently accurate to
allow vertical interval switching without a master sync system. The total system should be considered
before this option is acceptable. This operation should be verified before committing to a large equipment
expenditure. There should be no other equipment that requires an extremely stable and repeatable sync
input to function properly.

6.3 Master Sync

A master sync system provides horizontal and vertical synchronized scanning signals to drive CCTV
cameras, video recorders, and other video equipment. There is nothing particularly unique about these
sync generators as compared to their self-contained counterparts in video cameras, except that they are
virtually always fully interlaced and possess excellent stability. Temperature controlled crystal ovens
are frequently used to provide the necessary frequency accuracy. Sync generator options include
separate horizontal and vertical drive signals, various test signals, and genlock (the ability to phase lock
to an external source). Use of master sync should provide glitch-free switching, display, and recording.
However, it usually requires a separate sync input cable to each camera, which increases the total system
cost. Some additional equipment can be used to supply sync signals to the camera and receive the video
signal on a single coaxial cable.

6.4 Sync Distribution

While individual sync generators can drive several outputs, they cannot directly drive ali the cameras,
even in a small assessment system. The sync generators are coupled with pulse distribution amplifiers
for a separate output to each camera. It should be noted that the cameras selected should be able to accept
external sync. Sync distribution systems provide the means of supplying each device in the assessment
system with the same sync signal. Pulse distribution amplifiers are commonly available in modular form,
facilitating maintenance and system expansion. Options include pulse regeneration and pulse delay for
timing the sync signals over varying lengths of transmission line from the sync generator to the device.
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7 VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEM

Most alarm assessment systems use more cameras than monitors because too many monitors will
overload the operator, and all camera sectors will seldom have to be assessed simultaneously. For this
reason, video switching equipment can be utilized between a large number of camera inputs and a
smaller number of monitors and/or recorders.

The simplest type of video switcher connects one of a number of camera video inputs onto a single output
bus. An output bus is a single, 75-ohm source impedance video switcher output signal that is typically
terminated in a video monitor or recording device. An output bus may contain two video output
connectors, but both will have identical video signals.

Only one monitor or recorder input can be connected to a single output bus at a time. These switchers
are usually packaged for a single output bus in a single rack frame. Several rack frames can be grouped
together for a greater number of output buses.

7.1 Passive Switching

Switching can be either passive or active. In a passive switcher, switching is by physical manual
selection. The actual switching function is performed by push-button contacts, and the video signal is
routed through the switch contacts with no electronic signal conditioning. A mechanical interlocking
mechanism prevents more than one input from being connected to the output bus. Passive switching is
useful primarily in systems having a limited number of cameras with no requirement for immediate
assessment. Its chief advantage is its low cost.

7.2 Active Switching

Active switchers usually include input and output amplifiers to provide signal isolation, impedance
matching, and video signal amplitude control. Electronic processing of the video signals can be included
to control the timing of the switching between video signal inputs. The switching action occurs at
mechanical switch contacts or a semiconductor junction. Active switchers are available as single output
devices, or the individual units can be grouped (and mechanically connected) to form larger switcher
matrices.

7.3 Local/Remote Switching

Video switchers can be controlled locally or remotely. The distinction is made at the point at which the
switching function actually takes piace. If switching takes piace at the switcher control panel by direct
action, then it is termed local switching. If switching occurs at a point away from the direct physical
contact, then it is termed remote switching. Remote switching can occur at a distance of 1meter or several
hundred meters. Ali switchers can be remotely operated except manual switchers using push-button
contacts for the switching function. Remote switching has two primary advantages. First, it frees
equipment space in the operator's console. The bulk of the video switching units can be located in
equipment racks away from the operator's console with only a small switcher control panel in the console.
Large matrix switchers of 100 inputs or more can occupy several equipment rack frames.

Second, remote switching allows spatial separation of the parts of the switcher. This may be useful in
eliminating long video transmission runs between cameras and monitors. For example, if20 cameras are
installed but only 4 monitors will be viewed at one time, part of the switcher can be close to the cameras,
thus eliminating 16 cable runs.

7.4 Gap Switching

In gap switching, the first video input is removed from the output bus and terminated prior to connecting
the second input onto the output bus. No signal is present on the output bus during the switchinginterval.
This total loss of signal, if long enough, may result in monitors and recorders losing sync, briefly causing
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picture breakup or instability. The simplest, least expensive manual switchers are gap switchers.
Switching typically takes 100 to 200 milliseconds.

7.5 Lap Switching

In lap switching, two video input signals are present on the output bus for the duration of the switching
action. The presence of the two signals on the output bus may cause the image on the monitor to jitter
during this transition time. The switching transient may last 100 to 200 milliseconds.

7.6 Vertical Interval Switching

If switching is always timed to occur during the vertical blankinginterval, no picture discontinuities can
exist since the switching is accomplished when the monitor screen is blank. Vertical interval switching
requires synchronizing ali incoming video signals. The common vertical sync is fed to the video switcher
so that switching between sources occurs at the vertical blanking interval. This type ofswitchingis more
complicated and costly than gap or lap switching. However, it does result in a continuous, stable bus
output signal that maintain monitor and recorder sync stability.

7.7 Sequential Switching

Sequential video switchers are used to view a multiple camera system for display or to record the
individual video signals in sequence and repetitively. The sequential switching can be programmed for
only the selected cameras since not ali connected cameras need to be included in the camera sequence.
The programming can include the dwell time (duration) that each video input will appear on the output
bus. Dwell times are adjustable from I to 30 seconds. As the number of cameras in the scanning sequence
increases, the dwell time should be reduced to minimize the interval between the time a particular image
appears for the second and subsequent scan cycles. These switchers are most useful in surveillance
applications.

For clean, glitch-free switching, the cameras should be in sync. With random sync inputs, the monitor
display may jump or roll at each switching step in the scanning sequence.

Some sequential switchers are available with additional circuitry that will automatically switch to a
selected output when a contact closure occurs at the switcher. The contact closure could come from a
sensor associated with a particular camera field of view, instantaneously displaying the area around the
activated sensor.

7.8 Computer-Controlled Switching

Computer-controlled switching provides automatic display of a video scene in which a sensor has
alarmed, for the rapid assessment necessary in high threat situations. Although more expensive than
other methods, computer-controlled vertical interval switching provides additional features that aid in
the speed and accuracy of the assessment process and provide timely display and recording of significant
events without operator intervention. The computer-controlled switcher can be programmed and
interfaced to a video recording system to automatically record and playback the initially stored scene on
a second monitor concurrently with the live video display. This is particularly important in multiple
alarm situations where orderly management of a series of assessment functions should be performed
quickly and as accurately as possible. The switcher controller can also be programmed for alarm
prioritization and multiple sequential scanning patterns.

Any automatically controlled video switcher system should be provided with the means for manual
control in various locations for operator selected surveillance, for initial system installation, and for
routine maintenance and troubleshooting.
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7.9 Switcher Selection

The number of video inputs and outputs will determine the size of the switcher matrix. It should be
remembered that inputs may include other than camera video sources, such as video recorder outputs
and test signal generators, for monitor setup and maintenance. The number of output buses should
include each video device in the video system including monitors, recorders, and possibly video line
supervision equipment. Thus the system operating philosophy and ali of the system components of the
entire intrusion detection system should be established before the number of video inputs and outputs
can be determined. The size of the video switcher is referred to by its input and output capacity, in that
order. For example, a switcher having 40 inputs and 10 outputs is referred to as a 40 by 10 switcher.

Once the size of the switcher is determined according to input and output capacity, manufacturers'
literature should be sought to determine the architecture of different brands of switchers. The
architecture is the basic buildingblock or unit that the manufacturer selects as the primary matrix size.
Typical basic switchers might have matrix sizes of 20 by 5, 32 by 8, 40 by 15, or 100 by 10. Ali of these
can be expanded for greater capacity, but the basic architecture may well determine the overall system
cost by the manner in which expansion is accomplished. There are a few systems that can be expanded
to 1,000 inputs by 1,000 outputs. The aid ofthe manufacturer is very important in understanding the
expansion techniques, space requirements, and cost.

Switchers of ali types are characterized by common performance specifications. These include band-
width, differential gain, differential phase, horizontal and vertical tilt, crosstalk, and output drive
capability. These terms are defined in many manufacturers' video switching literature and data sheets
and should be consulted for specific definitions. The aid of the switcher manufacturer should be sought
while determining the appropriate switcher for the specific application.
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8 VIDEO MONITORS

Monitors operate in a manner opposite of image tube cameras in that a scanning beam creates a visual
scene on the monitor face. Monitors are similar to the home television receiver but generally have a wider
bandwidth and do not have tuning circuits.

8.1 Size

The video monitor screen is measured diagonally from comer to corner and is expressed in the nearest
whole number of inches. The monitor glass envelope has rounded comers so that actual image
measurements are somewhat less than the stated monitor size. The size ofthe monitor screen determines
the comfortable viewing distance. Too close a viewing distance can cause eyestrain as the eye attempts
to search the entire screen, while too great a distance will not provide the necessary resolution of detail.

In assessment applications, security personnel should be able to reliably detect intruders in a secured
area and should be able to respond immediately to an intrusion. This usually results in a console of
assessment monitors and other security-related devices. The 22.8-cm (9-in.) video monitor, at a viewing
distance of I m (39.37 in.) or less, provides adequate image detail and quick search times. Mechanically,
two of the 22.8-cm (9-in.) monitors can fit easily into a standard 47.5-cm (19-in.) wide equipment rack.

Monitors much larger than the 22.8-cm (9-in.) size will require greater search times and produce wider-
spaced scanning lines in which small detail can be lost. A monitor of less than the 17.7-cm (7-in.) diagonal
measurement normally does not produce the same resolution as the 22.8-cm (9-in.), and detail can be lost
because the successive beam scans overlap each other.

8.2 Resolution

The resolution of the monitor should be great enough to display ali of the resolution capability of the video
signal created in the camera. Better quality monitors will usually have a greater resolution capability.
The vertical resolution is primarily determined by the number ofhorizontal scan lines as long as the beam
'size is not excessive. Since this is established by a standard of 525 scan lines per picture height in the
Uldted States, the resolution will be limited to about 340 TV lines of vertical resolution. The standard
video monitor uses a magnetic deflection system for beam scanning. The nonlinearities in the deflection
system reduce the vertical resolution much the same as in the image tube camera.

A good assessment monitor should resolve 800 TV lines of horizontal resolution. Since the edges of the
monitor are different distances from the deflection center than the center of the monitor tube, the beam
becomes out of focus. This reduces the resolution at the edges and at the comers. A monitor that has 800
TV lines of horizontal resolution at the center may have only 600 TV lines at the comers. This should be
considered a normal situation. Some of the more costly monitors may provide some dynamic corrections
to the beam deflection circuitry to compensate for the defocusing, but that is not usually required. The
assessment camera should be pointed so that the area of interest is near the center of the picture for the
best resolution.

8.3 Bandwidth

The horizontal resolution is primarily limited by the video circuitry bandwidth. Based on the criterion
of 80 TV lines being equivalent to a 1 MHz bandwidth, the monitor should have about a 10 MHz
bandwidth to produce the 800 TV lines of horizontal resolution required. Monitor resolution considerably
above the system bandwidth may introduce unwanted noise in the video scene, which can compromise
rapid and accurate assessment.

8.4 Gray Scale Response

The video monitor should be capable of reproducing intermediate shades of gray between maximum and
minimum video input signals. The standard Electronic Industries Association (EIA) resolution chart
gray scale is capable of producing reflectances over a range of approximately 30 to I in ten steps of equal
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reflection densities. Ali monitors will reproduce a ten-step gray scale at some highlight intensity level.
The highlight level is the brightest portion of the video image, comprising the background of the central
circle in the EIA resolution chart.

8.5 Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of the monitor is defined as the range of highlight luminance levels that can be
achieved while maintaining the complete 10-step gray scale response. This dynamic range is important
in determining the ambient light levels in which the monitor can operate. A monitor that can produce
the full gray scale at only 10 to 20 footlamberts highlight luminance (not illumination) wii_ be useful in
significantly reduced room light only. If other activities are occurring in this environment, the room
lightingmay be inadequate. Some monitors will reproduce the 10-step gray scale at highlight luminances
in the range of 40 to 50 footlamberts, which is adequate for fully lighted offices and laboratories, but will
be unacceptably brigi,;,in a dimly lit ro_m. A good quality monitor, having a range of highlight luminance
from 10 to 60 footlamberts, should be selected when the ambient light level is unknown or should be
varied. Higher luminance levels should be specified if daylight will contribute to the ambient light level.
Maximum highlight luminance levels are seldom specified in manufacturers' data; none specify dynamic
range.

8.6 Voltage Regulation

The power supply regulation in the monitor will affect the raster size and beam focus. Poorly or
unregulated power supplies can cause the raster size to change and/or to become out of focus as the
brightness and contrast controls are varied. The brightness control, a DC level adjustment in the beam
conduction circuitry, should affect the overall scene luminance evenly across the picture. The contrast,
a video signal gain adjustment, should change the range of brightness between the brightest and the
darkest parts of the image. The better quality monitors will produce little or no effect on the raster size
or beam focus as the contrast and brightness controls are varied throughout their range. This is a quick
method of approximating the quality of the monitor, even without an input signal on the monitor. The
useful dynamic range will depend upon maintaining good resolution at various contrast and brightness
levels; however, it should not be the only criterion for monitor evaluation or selection.

8.7 Automatic Gain Control

An automatic gain control (AGC) feature is available on some monitors. This allows the monitor to correct
for varying levels of input signal and maintain a stable monitor presentation. This feature may be useful
in small assessment systems where video signal conditioning is not used. The use of AGC type monitors
should not be a substitute for proper camera signal output level adjustment. The effects of the AGC
should be investigated before final monitor selection.

8.8 Underscan

The more familiar video receivers or monitors have images that fill the entire screen. The boundaries of
the image are beyond the edges of the screen, so it is not possible to determine the real size ofthe image
as seen by the camer& For this reason, some monitors provide an underscan option by switch or
adjustments that decrease the image size so that the edges are visible. Thus, the entire image as seen
by the camera is visible.

Underscanning also maintains the image within the sharper focus regions of the monitor. Monitor
adjustment by vertical and horizontal size controls can provide continuously variable amounts of
underscanning not provided by the underscan switch selection. The use ofunderscanning, except for the
exact determination of the image boundaries, provides no significant advantage in assessment, lt
appears to be a matter of personal preference. A properly adjusted monitor would not allow a significant
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8.9 Monitor Location

The monitor should be located to provide easy visual access and to be within reach of any other security-
related equipment. Frequently, monitors are tilted upward to be perpendicular to the viewer's line of
sight. This may produce glare on the monitor face from ceiling lights located behind the viewer. In this
case, the lights should be moved, turned offor shielded from the monitor face. Light from other directions
can be similarly handled, or light-control film can be used to eliminate particularly troublesome sources
of glare.

8.10 Selection

Monitors are typically selected by specification review, although many attributes mentioned above will
not appear in specifications. A general guide to quality is the cost of the monitor. The CCTV industry is
quite competitive, and there are many monitor manufacturers. Most monitors are grouped in the lower
cost category with performance to match. The cheapest monitors should be avoided because of limited
performance.

Some basic requirements are considered essential for the selection of any video monitor. The front and/
or rear panels should have the following controls:

• power switch
• brightness
• contrast
• focus
• verticalhold

• height
• verticallinearity

The monitorshouldhavea videoloop-throughcapabilitywithinputand outputvideoconnectorsand a
methodforterminatingthevideolineina 75-ohmimpedance,preferablybyswitchselection.An external
syncinputcapabilityshouldbe providedifa mastersyncsystemistobeused.Thiscapabilityisquite
common and typicallyincludessyncloop-throughconnectors.

Optionalcontrolscouldincludehorizontallinearityand underscanselectionby switch,horizontalsize
adjustments,orin some casesa wiringchange optionin the deflectionsystem toeffecthorizontal
amplitudechanges.Monitorsareavailablethatcanoperatefrom 115-voltand 230-voltAC linesources
aswellasfrom 12-voltDC sources.

8.11Evaluation

Severalmonitorsmeetingthesystemrequirementsshouldbeacquiredforevaluation.A more expensive
monitorshouldbeevaluatedtodeterminethebenefitsofsucha monitorforthespecificapplication.A
standardEIA res0,Lutionchartand a highresolutioncamera canbe usedtodrivea groupofmonitors
simultaneously.A side-by-sideevaluationwillmore readilyindicatethebetterqualitymonitorthancan
recordedevaluationdatatakenatdifferenttimes.

Ifpossible,a multiburstsignalgeneratorshouldbe usedtodeterminethesystemresolution.Monitors
specifyingthesame videobandwidthmay notilluminatethemonitorscreensequallywhen drivenby the
same high-frequencyburstsignal.This isone areawhere the specificationsalonefailtoidentifya
superiororinferiorproduct.

A photometertomeasure theusefulrangeofhighlightluminancelevelsisalsorecommended fortest
equipment for monitor evaluation.
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9 VIDEO RECORDERS

A video recording system produces a record of significant events for immediate assessment or for
subsequent retrieval. The record may be permanent or may only be temporary until an assessment of
an alarmed area has taken place. If the use of the recording device is to capture the action of an intruder,
the device should start recording well before the adversary completes crossing the assessment zone.
Video-image capture devices store several images in a continuously updated sequence and automatically
recall the images when an alarm occurs. The selection of a particular storage media is contingent on
specific purpose and budget.

9.1 Tape Recording

The most common method of storing security image information is on magnetic tape. The electrical signal
created in the camera, which represents the video image, is recorded on magnetic tape in much the same
manner as in a voice recorder. For video recording, high writing speeds are required because of the wide
bandwidth of the video signal. The video recording heads are mounted in a drum assembly and are
rotated at high speed. The tape is wrapped around the drum assembly in a slightly skewed fashion with
respect to the rotating recording heads and travels in a direction opposite to the rotation of the recording
heads. The result is a recording track several inches long, running diagonally across the narrow tape,
created by one recording head in the time duration of one video field. The next recording track is spaced
very close to the first track, with only a narrow gap to provide signal isolation between adjacent tracks.

The magnetic tape recorder can store real-time video for several hours on a reel or cartridge, depending
on the type of recorder. The more common reel-to-reel recorders use an Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) J-1 format that has been available from many manufacturers. These EIA J-1 tapes are inter-
changeable between recorders. The reel-to-reel recorder has dropped in popularity because of the greater
recording capacity and the tape handling ease of newer recording formats. The reel-to-reel recorder still
has a few advantages, such as ease in searching for specific frames of data for image analysis and quick
start-up from a standby record position. This allows the recorders to start recording more quickly after
a command to record is given. The recording starts quickly, but the tape transport mechanism needs to
come up to speed before stable recording is produced. It may take 2 to 3 seconds for the tape to reach the
proper recording speed in reel-to-reel recorders.

Cartridge (cassette) recorders are available in three common recording standard formats. In the 1.27-
cm (½-in.) tape width, the Beta and VHS formats are most common, although the Beta format is losing
popularity in the consumer sector. While the consumer marketplace does not produce many products
directly applicable to security use, it does provide the basis for many security-related developments in
recording devices. Many types of recorders are available in the Beta and VHS formats for security ap-
plications. While tapes of any of the two formats are compatible from machine to machine within a given
format, the Beta format tapes are not interchangeable with the VHS format tapes. In some specialized
recorders, such as time-lapse recorders, the tape cassettes of a given format can be used on different
manufacturers' recorders, but the tapes cannot be recorded and played back except on the same
manufacturers' brand and model of recorder.

Currently the maximum recording time in the Beta format is 5 hours and in the VHS format 8 hours.
Despite strong personal preferences for one format over the other, there is little significant difference in
the resolution capabilities of the two 1 _7-cm (½-in.) format recorders.

In recorders typically used in security applications, the Beta format is limited to 3 hours of recording
time, and the VHS format recorders are limited to 6 hours of recording time. These recorders typically
have remote control function of the major front panel controls. The type of recorder selected has more to
do with the recording or playback features desired than the resolution capability differences.

The third type of cassette recorder is the U-matic format. It has a 1.91-cre (3/4-in.) tape width and is used
extensively in the commercial broadcast industry. This format has the advantage of a modestly increased
resolution over the Beta and VHS format recorders. These recorders are capable of resolving about 300
TV lines of horizontal resolution, while the U-matic recorders can resolve about 350 TV lines.
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Both the recorders and the tape cassettes of the U-matic format are considerably larger in physical size.
The maximum recording time on a single U-matic cassette is I hour, while the VHS format recorders can
record up to 8 hours on a single cassette. There is little available in the way of modification of the U-matic
cassette recorder for security applications, so it is not used as extensively as the VHS format recorders.

It should be noted that considerable time will be required to stop, rewind, and play back the recorded
scene for assessment purposes. If repeat playbacks are required, the assessment time will be extended
considerably. While one assessment is in progress, another sensor may be triggered that will also require
assessment. The design of the intrusion detection system should include the consideration of circum-
stances involving many simultaneous alarms, which will ali require assessment in a timely manner.

Some resolution performance improvements to the basic Beta, VHS, and U-matic formats are available
or have been announced. Their effect on security applications has been minimal to date. Any increase
in the resolution capability, however, would improve the overall assessment system performance, since
the video tape recorder exhibits the lowest resolution of any of the video components.

A newer format developed primarily for electronic news gathering (ENG) is the 8mm format. The 8mm
format uses a metal tape that results in improved resolution and recording density. The tape transport
mechanism and cassette size are about one-third the size of the VHS format and are limited to 2 hours
of recording. These advantages for ENG applications are obvious, but the reduced space and weight and
increased audio fidelity are not an overriding concern in most security applications. Many other formats
have been developed for ENG purposes but have had no impact yet on enhanced performance in video
assessment or surveillance recording applications.

Standard tape recorders are not acceptable for making rapid alarm assessments from the recorded data
because of the long time required for tape recorders to start recording af_er the record command is given.
Reel-to-reel recorders may require 2 to 3 seconds to produce acceptable recordings while cassette
recorders may take as long as 5 or 6 seconds. Rewinding and playback start times extend this delay to
unreasonably long periods. Other types of recording devices can reduce the assessment time consider-
ably.

9.2Disc Recording

Videodiscrecordersareavailableinswidevarietyofformats.The recordingmedium issimilartothat
oftaperecordersexceptthattherecordingmedium ison a singlefiatdisc.Some discrecordersusea
flexibleMylar_ discwhileothersusea rigidaluminum disc.The rigiddiscisnotreadilyexchanged
betweenrecordersbuttheflexiblediscscanbe exchangedbetweenrecordersofthesame manufacture.
The recordingheadsmay ormay nottouchtherecordingmedium surface,dependingon thetechnique
used.A singlerevolutionofthediscmay recordonefieldoran entireframeofvideodata.

Inallconfigurations,thebasicoperatingprinciplesarethesame.The magneticallycoateddiscisrotated
at either1,800revolutionsper minute (rpm)forfull-framerecordingor 3,600rpm forsingle-field
recording.The head system may includediscreteheads forerase,record,or playback,or a single
multifunctionhead.The head recordsa singlefieldorframefroma fixedpositionand thenisstepped
tothenextlocationfora subsequentfieldorframe.Inthismanner,astop-actionplaybackcanbeachieved
by indexingthehead tothedesiredfixedlocationand allowingcontinuousplaybackofthatparticular
recordedrevolutionofthedisc.

Incontinuous-recordingmode,thetimeintervalrequiredforthehead system tomove from one disc
position (track) to the next may exceed the vertical blanking interval between fields of the video signal.
A disc system of this type is not capable of continuously recording every field or frame. After recording
a complete revolution of the disc and stepping to the next track, it waits until the next vertical blanking
interval before continuing with the recording. This produces a jumping phenomenon during playback,
but it is usually not objectionable to watch for short periods of time.
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Discrecordersusea frequency-modulatedcarrierrecordingsystemsimilartothatofthehelical-scan
taperecorders.Discrecordershave a bandwidthcapabilityextendingouttoas much as 10 MHz as
compared tothe3 MHz capabilityofthetypicaltaperecorder.

Anothertypeofdiscrecorderusesacontinuousspiralrecordingtrackforreal-timerecordingat30frames
persecond,ltcanbeginrecordingin100to300 millisecondsafteran electroniccommand. The delayis
determinedby thetimerequiredtopositiontherecordinghead ontooradjacenttothedisc.The total
recordingtimeofthisdiscislimitedtoabout6 to15seconds.When usedforvideoassessment,theimage
isretaineduntilthealarmscenehasbeenassessedand thediscrecorderisreadyforthenextevent.This
typeofrecorderisusedfortheinstantreplaysopopularinthesportsbroadcastindustry.An added
featureforthistypeofrecorderisvariableplaybackdiscspeedthatproducestheslowmotionplayback.

While considerablymore expensivethan thehelical-scantaperecorder,thediscrecordercan begin
recordingmuch more quicklythan thetypicalcassettetaperecorder.In thetape recorder,stable
recordingstartsonlyaRerthetapeisextractedfromthecassette,haswrappedaroundtherecorddrum,
and reachedfullrecordingspeed.Thiscantakefrom3 to6 seconds,notquickenoughforrecordingthe
penetrationofa securedareaby an intruder.The recordercanbe lei_ina pausemode,withtheheads
atfullspeedand thetapestationary,butonlyfora fewsecondswithoutpossibledamage tothetapeor
recordingheadsorboth.Reel-to-reeltaperecorderscantoleratelongerpausemode operationifthetape
transportmechanism reliablykicksbackthetake-upreeltoallowthetapetoslackenaway from the
recordingdrum and thecontinuouslyrotatingrecordingheads.Thiskeepstherecordheadsaway from
continuous contact with the video tape, unlike the cassette recorder.

As previously stated, multiple alarms will require multiple recording devices, increasing the costs of the
assessment system. Multiple disc recorders can be very expensive to purchase and maintain. Video disc
recorders require considerable maintenance time and talent, which should be considered when selecting
the recording device.

9.3 Optical Disc Recording

In piace of the magnetic medium for recording, the optical disc recorder uses a laser beam to burn a signal
into the storage medium. The data, thus stored, cannot be overwritten, nor are they subject to damage
or destruction in a magnetic environment. The optical disc, however, cannot be reused as can
magnetically recorded media. The data storage density is significantly greater in optical storage devices
than on magnetic media. Some very large systems can store over three million video scenes. Because of
their high cost, optical disc recorders have not yet been used in assessment applications. New
developments in erasable/reusable optical disc technology are expected.

9.4 Solid-State Recording

Using computer-created technology, video images can be stored in solid-state memory. The capacity of
a solid-state video memory is measured by the number of discrete points used in creating an image. The
continuous horizontal scan line can be broken up into many discrete points, or picture elements. The
number of picture elements (pixels) determines the resolution capability. The vertical TV image is al-
ready broken up into 485 separate scan lines creating 485 pixels in a vertical column. Each pixel has a
unique position called an address in the video raster. The brightness (shade of gray) of each pixel can be
representedby a discretenumber.Thus we canconvertan analogsceneintoa computer-basedformat
by digitizingthevideosignal.

Earlydevelopmentscreatedvideostorageforslow-scanvideotransmissionoverstandardtelephone
lines.The smallmemory capacitylimitedtheresolutionofthesystems.Largermemory chipshave
increasedresolutiontothepointthatusableimagescanbe storedforassessmentpurposes.
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An image storage capacity of 256 by 256 yields a resolution of about 175 TV lines vertically and about
200 TV lines horizontally. This is adequate for assessment image storage as long as the minimum
resolution requirements are considered when the assessment system is designed. This memory capacity
seriously limits the resolution capability of the assessment camera and is less than the resolution
capability of video tape recorders. A larger memory size (e.g., 512 by 512) will double the resolution
capability to about 350 TV lines of vertical resolution, the same as the camera, and yield nearly 400 TV
lines of horizontal resolution, somewhat greater than the better tape recorders.

Although large digital memories exist, the amount of data in continuous, real-time video recording could
rapidly fill a mass memory. Instead of continuously recording an event, a few single fields of video,
recorded at much slower rates, are acceptable for alarm assessment. This concept is sometimes referred
to as 'video-image capture.' For example, if one field of video is stored when an alarm is triggered, and
a second field is stored after several field times have elapsed, the image can be combined in a real-time
playback mode. If an intrusion has taken piace, the combined image will show the intruder at both times
that the field images were recorded, in an exaggerated-motion, continuous playback. In a similar fashion,
one complete frame can be compared to another, but requires a doubling of the memory size for the dual
image. It should be notedthat in the two-field method the intruder resolution is half that of the full-frame
method although the image size is the same. When the two fields are combined, the total stationary scene
has the full resolution capability. Video-image capture systems using a four field format are also
available and can greatly enhance alarm assessment capabilities.

Another useful recording mode available in some solid-state video recorders is continuous interval
recording. After the memory is filled, the oldest previous image is overwritten and lost. When an alarm
message is received, the interval recording stops at a programmed time such that the retained image
sequence for automatic playback contains video images immediately before ("pre-alarm recording") and
after the time of the alarm. This mode is particularly suited for video systems with relatively slow
switching speeds. The number of images in the sequence and the time interval between recorded images
can be selected by the user. The memory can also be partitioned to record multiple simultaneous alarms
for sequential, prioritized playback and assessment.

Playback/display modes include sequential images on a single monitor, a quad display on a single
monitor, and single images on multiple monitors. The sequential playback on a single monitor tends to
attract attention to the portion of the scene where change (intruder motion) is present.

The cost for a solid-state recording system depends on the number of fields or frames retained until
assessment is completed. This is determined by the system designer's perception of the number of
simultaneous alarms that the system will handle. Small sites require fewer solid-state memories than
larger sites, since the number of sensors will be smaller, leading to assumed lower false and nuisance
alarm rates.

Mass memories have a large capacity for image storage at a lower cost per memory than discrete memory
units. The number of simultaneous inputs and outputs restricts their capability to handle multiple alarm
inputs or to provide simultaneous outputs to assessment monitors. A balanced number of smaller mass
memories may be an acceptable compromise between cost and simultaneous input/output capabilities.

9.5 Archive Recording

The primary function of archive recordingis the long-term storage of alarm assessment and special event
video information. The video data can originate directly from an assessment or surveillance video camera
or from other recorded media. The typical archive data will be in relatively short segments of real-time
recordings. The recorder can be any type of ordinary video recorder except that it should be under
automatic control when recording to assure the collection of all the video information available.
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Sincearchiverecordingisprimarilyintendedforrelativelylong-termstorageoflargeamounts ofvideo
information,thevideocassettetaperecorderisthepreferredchoiceformost applicationsby reasonof
equipmentcostand storagevolume.Archiverecordingcanprovidean accuratechronologyofeventsin
multiplealarmsituationswhen assessmentfunctionsmay significantlylagbehindthealarmreporting
system.Post-eventanalysiscanprovidea significantamount ofinformationon theeffectivenessofthe
entireintrusiondetectionsystem.Taking fulladvantageofthesecapabilitieswillrequirea careful
analysisofthedesigngoalsand theimplementationnecessarytoachievethesegoals.

Archiverecordingcan alsoindicatethedate,time,and locationofalarmstoseparatenuisancealarms
from falsealarms.Over time,thesedatacanprovidea reasonableindicationoftheeffectivenessofan
individualsensoras wellas the entireintrusiondetectionsystem under varyingenvironmental
conditions.

Time-lapserecordersaretaperecordersthatrecordonefieldperheadrevolutionasinthestandardvideo
taperecorder,butthetimebetweensuccessiverecordedfieldsisextended.The delaybetweenrecorded
fields can be varied to allow extended recording time from a single cassette.

Time-lapse recorders were first available in reel-to-reel recorders with a maximum recording time of
about 108 hours on a standard 1-hour tape reel. Currently, the most widely used time-lapse recorder is
the VHS tape format using the popular 2-hour cassette. Recording times have been extended to 480 hours
with VHS compatibility and 999 hours on special formats from a 2-hour (T-120) VHS cassette.

Time-lapse recorders are not used for video alarm assessment, but more commonly for long-term
surveillance. Time-lapse recording can be a valuable tool in determining and documenting an intrusion
into a protected area and any activity that has taken place. Tape playback is normally made long after
any event.

Most time-lapse recorders have the capability to switch from a time-lapse mode into a faster near real-
timemode when activatedby anexternalcircuit,suchasasensorcontact.The intentistoprovideamore
detailedrecordofa specificevent.Many suchspecificeventswillsignificantlyreducetheamount oftotal
recordingtimeon a singletapecassette.When usingthismode ofoperation,theremainingtapesupply
shouldbe monitoredfrequentlytoavoidrunningoutoftapeunknowingly.To avoidthisproblem,some
time-lapserecordershavea featuretostarta secondrecorderwhen thefirstrecorderrunsoutoftape
ortoprovidean end-of-tapewarning.

Selectionofa maximum recordingtimeshouldincludea calculationofthetimebetweenrecordedfields
ofvideodata.Ifthetimebetweenfieldsistoolongtoobtainthenecessarydetailofactivity,then the
maximum recordingtimeshouldbe reduced.Forexample,inrealtimea fieldofvideodataisproduced
60timeseachsecond.A selectedmaximum recordingtimeof120hoursusinga 2-hourcassettewillyield
an image onceeachsecond.Ifa suspectedeventcan takeplacein 1 secondorlessora more detailed
analysisisrequired,thena shortermaximum recordingtimeshouldbe selected.

Time-lapserecordersareavailablefromseveralmanufacturersand shouldbeselectedonthebasisofthe
operatingcharacteristicsand functionsrequiredforthespecificapplication.Some time-lapserecorders
canbe computercontrolledthroughan RS-232 porton therecorderorby a separatecontrollerbox.
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10 INFOION DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

Time/date generators, source identifiers, and environmental data generators are ali examples of data
insertion generator equipment that convert electronic signal information into an alphanumeric video
waveform for presentation on closed-circuit televisio_ (CCTV) monitors and video recorders.

While the equipment differs by function, some operating characteristics are common among these
devices. Ali require the video signal to pass through the device for insertion of the data into the video
signal. Some of these devices have active electronic components in series with the video input. In the
event of failure of the data insertion generator, the video signal path is interrupted, and no video output
signal is available at the output jack of the data insertion generator. These devices should be avoided
unless other operational characteristics mandate the selection of this type of data generator.

A data-insertion generator that adds the insertion information passively, as by resistor network, does
not interrupt the input video signal in the event of insertion generator failure. This type of device is
recommended if all other requirements for the generator are met. Some of the data insertion generators
may require external sync to operate. This can be a serious restriction if a master sync signal is not
required in the rest of the video system. Careful selection of the data insertion equipment can avoid this
requirement.

Many of the data insertion generators have data inserted at any brightness level selected. This will allow
the inserted characters to be varied in brightness between black and white for the necessary contrast
with the background video information. Some of the devices have an edge enhancement around each
letter, usually black, which provides the best readability against any type of background. This
characteristic is recommended when selecting the device. With fixed position assessment cameras, it is
usually possible to find some area in the field of view that will contrast with the inserted data even if the
edge enhancement feature is not available.

10.1Time/Date Generators

Time/date generators display the time and date on a video monitor or insert the information in the video
signal transmitted to a video recorder. Time/date generators are particularly important for archive
recording, where the fact of an event may be of little value without identifying the time of the event. The
time is usually displayed in hours (12- or 24-hour format), minutes, and seconds. Some generators may
also provide time to tenths and even hundredths of a second. The date is usually numerically displayed
by month, day, and year. These generators have the ability to keep track of the different lengths of the
months and to correct for the additional day in leap year.

The central timing source for the time/date generator is either the 60-Hz line frequency or an internal
crystal-controlled oscillator. The power line frequency from large commercial power systems is quite
accurate when averaged over long periods of time. The basic timing circuitry can be provided with a
battery backup option to prevent loss of time information during power interruptions. The battery may
be either a replaceable alkaline or lithium type or a rechargeable nickel-cadmium type. The nickel-
cadmium type requires a continuous floating charge system to maintain full battery capacity while the
power is supplied from the alternating current (AC) line. The battery should be able to maintain the
timing circuitry from several days to a few months, depending on the system. The battery can maintain
the timing circuitry only and will not be able to provide the power for the character insertion circuitry.

10.2 Source Identifiers

Source identifiers are data-insertion generators that provide annotation to the video signal to identify
the camera or the sensor sector viewed by the camera. The identification can be by either arbitrary
numbers or word description.

Some source identifiers are individual units with alphanumeric programmable character generators
that resistively add the programmed annotation to the video signal. These are normally placed in the
video signal af_r the signal conditioning equipment (if used) but before any distribution or switching
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equipment. This has the advantage of identifying a video source at any point in the distribution,
switching, display, and recording network.

Another advantage of the individual unit is that one manufacturer offers a video presence detector and
source identifier combination unit. The source identifier is limited to a four-digit, user-selectable
number, and the presence detector is a full-function high an dlow video average picture level (APL) detector.

Other types of source identifiers are computer-controlled and create the annotation at the time that the
video input is selected. These types can provide a greater amount of annotated information than the
individually programmed units. The computer-controlled source identifiers should be placed at the
output of the video switcher to provide annotation to video monitors or recorders. With this type of
annotation, the video lines are not identifiable except between the source identifier and the monitor or
recorder.

Though more expensive than the individual identifiers, fewer of the computer-controlled source
identifiers are usual!y required. A video assessment system with relatively few inputs (cameras) and a
large number ofoutpu_ (monitors and recorders) can effectively, with respect to cost, use the individual
source identifiers. As the number of inputs increases significantly, or the number of outputs decreases,
the cost of the computer-controlled source identifiers becomes less. The cost of the programming required
for the computer-controlled identifier should be considered in the cost analysis.

10.3 Weather Data Indicators

Environmental data generators provide alphanumeric display of various environmental conditions such
as wind speed and direction. Output data from the weather sensors are digitized and processed through
an alphanumeric character generator for subsequent insertion into the video signal. Weather data, when
supplied to an archive recorder, can provide a considerable amount of information on the operation of
individual sensors as well as the effectiveness of the entire intrusion detection system under a variety
of identifiable, documented environmental conditions.
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11 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Numerous other components are typically necessary to complete a video assessment system, including
power and signal line surge suppressors, protective devices for cables and equipment, and emergency
power supplies.

11.1 Surge Suppressors

Lightning and sudden changes in ground potential can readily damage input circuitry in wire-cabled
video transmission equipment. Systems using multiple cable distribution, such as camera sync
distribution networks, are especially vulnerable to significant damage because of the large amount of
equipment connected to these lines. In any area with more than a few lightning days per year, some form
of lightning protection is normally essential to protect the system components from lightning strikes at
or near a system component.

Surge suppressors can effectively clamp the maximum voltage appearing on a conductor to safe levels.
Several types of commercial surge protection devices are available; the most common form utilizes Zener
diodes and current-limiting resistors connected across the conductors or from the conductors to ground.

Any type of diode used for surge suppression will have some inherent capacitance. The diodes should have
as small a capacitance as possible to reduce the high-frequency roll-off of the video signal resulting in
a loss of resolution. Two or more diodes in series will reduce the effective shunt capacitance from the video
line to ground. The clamping voltage for surge suppression should be closer to the actual operating
voltage on signal lines than is necessary on power lines. The effect of a surge suppression device should
be evaluated or demonstrated on an active video line before the final selection is made.

External line power may also require lightning and/or surge protection at the video equipment location.
Protection is normally in the form of gas discharge tubes (spark gaps), which limit the line voltage to a
safe level if the line voltage suddenly rises above normal operating range.

Typically, a combination of Zener diodes and gas tubes is used because Zener diodes are fast response,
low current devices that protect a component from the fast current spike of a lightning strike. To handle
the large currents from lightning, tubes are used to dissipate the bulk of the current.

H.2Video Presence Detectors

Video presence detection is to video transmission lines what line supervision is to alarm communication
lines: the continual monitoring of sensitive signal lines to detect unauthorized monitoring, tampering,
or signal interruption. In large video assessment systems, not ali of the camera outputs will be displayed
often enough to notice aloss of signal. The video presence detector can provide this continuous monitoring
function.

Video presence detectors can be designed to detect only the loss of the sync portion of the video signal.
This type will indicate an alarm status ifa total loss of video signal occurs. This type of presence detector
is adequate for determining the intentional or accidental failure of the camera or video equipment and
cables up to the presence detector. In some cases, the camera might be covered by snow or spray paint
or blinded with a bright light. The simple sync presence detector will not indicate an alarm status under
thesecircumstances,sincethesyncsignalisstillintact.The more sophisticatedvideopresencedetectors
candetectchanges(increaseordecrease)intheaveragevideosignallevelfrompresetlevels.Ifthevideo
signalincreasesordecTeasesinaveragepicturelevel(APL),thepresencedetectorwillindicatean alarm,
usuallyby closingoropeninga setofrelaycontacts.The choiceofthealarm type(normallyopen or
normallyclosed)islei_tothevideosystemdesigner.

APL detectionadjustmentshouldbecarefullyestablishedand performedafterthecameraispositioned
forthebestviewoftheassessmentarea.The setpointsofthedetectionlevelsshouldbe made forday
and nightoperationofthecameratominimizethenumber offalsealarmswhilestillprovidingcertain
operationwithscenebrightnesschanges.Iftheassessmentareaisproperlyilluminated,theauto-iris



lens and camera automatic gain control (AGC) circuitry should compensate for scene brightness changes
from day to night operation.

Video presence detectors are highly recommended for use on any video line that is not totally contained
within a protected area. When the camera towers are located outside of the sensor line in a perimeter
assessment system, video presence detectors can provide the line supervision function.

The video presence detector is normally located in a protected area, usually where the signal conditioning
and video switching equipment is located. If inserted in the video line after the signal conditioning
equipment, the presence detectors also monitor the operation of the signal conditioning equipment. This
is the preferred location since ali of the video levels should be adjusted for proper and similar amplitudes
at this point. The presence detectors are easily adjusted if all ofthe video levels are of similar amplitude.

A single presence detector is oRen used for each incoming video line. In systems where a large number
of cameras are used, the cost of individual presence detectors is prohibitive. In this situation, a portion
of the video switcher can be used to sequence ali the video input signals through a small number of video
presence detectors. Each video input is switched to a presence detector for a relatively short time before
being switched to successive video inputs. The time of the sequence for any individual presence detector
should be short enough to allow timely reporting of a loss or significant change in the video level of any
of the input signals. This technique will extend the alarm reporting time, but it reduces the number of
presence detectors required and reduces the cost of presence detection. It does, however, require
additional video switcher capacity, programmed sequential switching, and a more complicated presence
detector alarm system. The cost of both techniques should be evaluated to determine the approach most
consistent with the assessment system requirements. In either method, the use of video presence
detectors should not degrade the quality of the video signal or cause loss of video in the event of presence
detector failure.

11.3 Tamper Protection

Some ancillary equipment near the camera end of the video system may require protection from
tampering. Camera .junction boxes containing power distribution, signal conditioning equipment,
lightning protection circuitry, and other equipment should be protected with tamper alarms to warn of
intrusion into the camera circuitry. Typically, these camera junction boxes are located on or near the
camera tower and should not be of such a size as to provide cover for an intrusion into the sensored area.

11.4 Emergency Power Supplies

Some orall of the equipment in a video assessment system should be able to operate when the main source
of power is interrupted. The reliability of the main source of power and the requirement for continued,
unrestricted operations will determine the amount of emergency power capacity needed. As a minimum,
backup power should be provided for timing and video switcher circuitry;both are examples of equipment
containing volatile memory storage information. Fortunately, many of these devices have battery backup
as an optional feature and should be considered when selecting any type of equipment.

If emergency power is not provided for assessment system lighting, it may not be necessary to provide
emergency camera power except for daytime operation. Specific equipment can be isolated for emergency
operation in the event of primary power failure. The needs of the specific site and the funds available for
emergency power will determine the extent of the protection provided. Without emergency power,
alternate means of assessment should be provided during periods of power loss.
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12 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

The design of an effective intrusion detection and assessment system should not be attempted without
the assistance of a number of persons proficient in many technical areas. The interaction of these
disciplines should be understood in order to create an effective intrusion detection system.

12.1 Sensor Compatibility

In the design phase of an intrusion detection system, the sensored areas and the assessment camera
capabilities should be considered together to avoid camera placement that would interfere with or
compromise sensor effectiveness. Camera tower placement should not be so close to the sensor detection
area or volume as to create nuisance alarms, decrease sensor sensitivity, or provide an aid to bridging
the detection zone.

At the same time, the assessment camera should be able to view the entire sensored area or volume,
including any sensor hardware associated with that area. In multiple sensor configurations, the
assessment camera should be able to view the combined sensored areas and volumes as well as ali of the
hardware associated with those sensors. Sensor hardware should not be large enough to provide a
convenient hiding piace for intruders in the assessment areas.

12.2 Sector Design Efficiency

Camera sensitivity should be considered when designing the lighting system. The highest resolution
camera will not function properly with inadequate illumination. The lens relative aperture, i.e., f-
number, should be considered in these determinations. Generally, the faster lens speeds (larger
aperture, smaller f-number) should be selected when more than one option is available, even if the faster
lens is somewhat more expensive. Lenses with f-numbers greater than f/1.8, even zoom lenses, should
not be used except under very unusual circumstances. These larger f-numbered lenses will likely require
increased lighting levels or a more sensitive, thus more expensive, camera. A trade-offis that lenses with
a smaller f-number have a smaller depth of field.

Camera sensitivity often cannot be judged from manufacturers' specifications. There appears to be little
consistency in providing data referenced to a common standard. Some manufacturers reference scene
illumination levels using incandescent light sources with the recommended and/or minimum usable
light levels. These light levels are, by definition, subjective and have little value when comparing
different cameras for performance. A side-by-side evaluation of cameras operating in the intended
environment is the preferred way to determine each camera's suitability.

Video assessment system resolution determines the usable length of assessment sectors. Since the
system resolution is a function of the resolution of the cameras, transmission system, surge and lightning
suppression components, video switcher, monitors, and, in some cases, the alarm event recorders, each
of these elements should be considered individually as well as together. If assessments are to be made
from recorded data, the resolution of the recording device should be considered, which may require
reduced spacing between cameras, reduced maximum sector lengths, because of lower resolution.
Typically, the image storage device will be the resolution limiting factor in the assessment system. If
significant data are to be retrieved from archive recording, then the archive recorder resolution should
be considered in the system design.

The most efficient use of perimeter assessment cameras results when the longest standard focal length
lenses are used. The longer focal lengths have narrower fields of view that reduce the area viewed outside
the clear zone. This minimizes the number of unwanted light sources that can cause degraded camera
performance. The longest standard fixed-focal length auto-iris lenses at this time are 75mm. In the
system design process, the longer focal length lenses should be tried first to determine effective
assessment area and distance. Only if the longer focal lengths do not fit the assessment area should
shorter focal lengths be tried. Since the number of standard focal lengths is limited, the video assessment
system designer should work with the sensor system designer to provide the most efficient use of
resources.
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Sectorwidthalsohas an effecton themaximum usablesectorlength,withnarrowerwidthsproviding
thelongersectors.Minimum sectorwidthwillusuallybedecidedbythesensorlimitations,butunusual
siteconfigurationsmay alsolimitthedesirablesectorwidth.

Assessment cameras can view more than one sensorsectorin some circumstances.Sensorsectors
shortenedby terrainvariationsorpersonnelaccesspointscaneffectivelysavean assessmentcameraand
associatedcircuitryand hardwareunder thesecircumstances.Each circum,tanceshouldbe judged
individuallytodeterminetheleastexpensiveapproachthatshouldnotcompromiseeffectiveand timely
assessment.

12.3 Equipment Location

Most video assessment equipment can be located in a central interior facility for convenience and ease
of access for maintenance. Normally, only the cameras should be located at the remote assessment area.
It is appropriate from a technical standpoint to locate some signal conditioning equipment at the camera
site: pre-equalization equipment could increase the transmission line signal-to-noise ratio of the
incoming video signal over post-equalization equipment. Ease of adjustment of the equalization
equipment is the primary reason for locating this equipment in the central facility. This area requires
access for maintenance personnel but can exclude guard force personnel.

The video assessment monitors should be located in an area where they can be easily viewed by guard
force personnel. The location of the assessment monitors should not be compromised when additional
safety and security equipment is located in the same console.

12.4 Maintenance

Maintenance procedures and equipment should be considered when the initial design of the assessment
system is begun. The long-term success or failure of the system will depend on effective maintenance.
Selection from equally performing equipment can and should be based on the ease of maintenance.
Purchase of operational spare parts should be made at the same time as the primary equipment
purchases to assure system operational continuity and interchangeability of parts. The decision of the
level of maintenance to be performed on-site should be made early in the design process. This will
determine the type of spare parts to be purchased and the required contracts for external maintenance
and repair functions. Field replacement of defective hardware followed by repair center troubleshooting
is the usual practice to minimize downtime and the need for compensatory measures.

A staffof qualified maintenance personnel is essential for the assessment system to continue to perform
to the standards established during the system design. Ideally, an experienced maintenance staffshould
contribute to the system design and be knowledgeable about the system installation and checkout
procedures.

Diagnostic equipment should be designed into the central facility equipment racks. The diagnostic
equipment should include a waveform monitor (special purpose oscilloscope for video applications), a test
signal generator, and separate video monitors. Video switcher equipment should include a full-function
manual switcher control panel and a dedicated output bus for video system maintenance. Patch panels
for access to incoming and outgoing video signals can provide ease of maintenance and adjustment
procedures. Patch panels at the inputs and outputs ofthe video equipment racks can provide a convenient
interface point where fiber-optic transmission systems are used.

A maintenance log of all equipment repairs and adjustments should be kept to provide a historical record
of the actions taken to correct a specific problem. Maintenance trends can be established to identify
recurring problems. This can substantially reduce repair time and identify equipment performing in a
substandard manner.
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12.5 Documentation

Adequate maintenance cannot be performed without documentation of the equipment in use. Mainte-
nance and operations manuals should be purchased at the time of equipment procurement. Complete
documentation should include theory of operation, functional block diagrams, as-built drawings, cabling
diagrams, schematic diagrams, and parts lists with manufacturers' and commercial equivalent part
numbers. The selection of equipment for procurement should be based on the availability of complete
documentation.
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GLOSSARY

active lines means scanning lines in the raster that contain video information.

AGC memos automatic gain control. An AGC circuit is used to maintain an output signal at a constant
level over a limited range of input signal levels.

angular field of view means the measure of the field of view of a lens or camera/lens combination
expressed in degrees.

aperture means the lens opening that determines the amount of light that will pass through the lens and
onto the image plane.

aspect ratio means the ratio of the width to the height of the image in a camera imager or on a video
monitor face. Current television systems have an aspect ratio of 4 to 3.

auto-iris lens means a lens whose aperture is controlled by monitoring the video signal amplitude and
automatically adjusting the iris to maintain a constant video amplitude output.

baseband means the band of unmodulated frequencies, generally 30 Hz-10 MHz, containing ali video
signal information that may be used to modulate a higher carrier frequency.

black level means that level of a video waveform that represents the peak black portion of the image,
established to be 7.5 IRE units from the blanking level.

blanking means the process of cutting offthe electron beam in an image tube camera or in a video monitor
at the end of each scan line and each field.

blanking level means that level of a video waveform between the video signal and the sync signal,
establishedtobe 0 IRE units.

bloomingmeans thelossofdetailinregionsofthepicturewherethebrightnessisatan excessivelevel,
becauseofenlargementofspotsizeand haloeffecton thefluorescentscreenofthecathode-raypicture
tube;also,chargemigrationon videocamera imagersfromhighilluminationsources.

bridging(orlooping)inputmeans ahighimpedanceintermediateterminationofa signallineattheinput
ofan amplifier,monitor,orvideoswitcherwhere thesignallinemust continueon tootherequipment.
Invideoequipment,alloutputshave a characteristicimpedanceof75ohms.The bridging(orlooping)
high impedance inputallowsseveralpiecesofequipment to use a common videosignalwithout
significantlossofsignalamplitude.The lastinputina singlevideolinemust be terminatedin75ohms.

brightness (luminance) means the attribute of visual perception in which an area appears to reflect or
emit light, measured in footlamberts.

broadband means wide bandwidth trar, smission system with a single carrier and multiple information
cbannels; it can be fiber-optic or RF (radiated or on cable).

charge coupled device (CCD) mean s one of several types of solid-state imaging chips having discrete light-
sensitive elements.

clamper means a device that maintains a video signal at a fixed potential to eliminate low-frequency
interference; used primarily for common mode noise (hum) rejection.

- closed-circuit teievision (.....t;t;l v) means a television system iii wHat;el wi_ _J_..ca. ta,D_. _uu_v., ,o ..........

restricted, usually by cable.
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C mount means a standard threaded lens mount configuration having a 1-inch diameter and 32 threads
per inch.

composite video signal means the combined picture signal, including video, vertical and horizontal
blanking, and synchronizing signals.

contrast means the ratio of light and dark portions of a 'FV picture.

depth offield means the maximum distance from a lens that two objects may be separated in a given lens
field of view and still maintain acceptable image focus for both objects.

distribution amplifier means a wideband amplifier having a single input and several impedance-
matched outputs for driving multiple signal lines. Distribution amplifiers can be used for video or sync
signals.

E/A means Electronic Industries Association. This association has prepared standards that are in
common use throughout the television industry (previously RETMA).

equalization means the process of correcting for transmission line losses of the frequency characteristics
of an electronic signal.

equalizer means an electronic device used to compensate for low-and high-frequency losses through a
transmission system.

fie/d means the video produced in one vertical scan of the camera imager or monitor that consists of 26'2.5
horizontal scan lines in U.S. television systems. Two fields are required to form a single video frame.

field frequency means the rate at which video fields are created, nominally 60 times each second in U.S.
television systems.

field of view means the area visible through the lens of an optical instrument. (See also linear field of view
and angular field of view.)

f-number means the ratio of the focal length to the clear aperture in a lens, expressed in the form f/1.8.

focal length (FL) means the distance from the optical center of a simple lens to the plane of focus and is
indicative of the image size produced.

focus means the process of adjusting the optical and/or electrical adjustments in a camera or monitor to
obtain a sharp, clear image on the monitor.

footcandle (fc) means a unit of illuminance equal to 1 lumen incident upon 1 square foot.

footlambert (fL) means a unit of brightness equal to the amount of light reflected from a perfectly
diffusing surface having 1 footcandle of incident illumination.

format means the size of the usable image in a TV camera or lens, or the system used to record video.

frame means a single television picture, made up of two interlaced fields, occurring in _o of a second, and
consisting of 525 horizontal scanning lines (U.S. standard).

frame frequency means the rate at which a complete frame is scanned, nominally 30 frames per second.

f-stop means the lens designation indicating relative diaphragm opening or aperture diameter.

gamma means the numerical value that indicates the relative response of an electro-optical system to
various levels of illumination.
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genlock means the condition where a camera or sync generator time base is controlled from an external
source.

gray scale means variations in 10 steps from white through shades of gray to black as an established
portion of the RETMA chart, used in qualitative measurements of video camera and monitor parameters.

horizontal blanking means the pulse starting at the end of each horizontal line that cuts off the beam
during horizontal retrace, occurring at the rate of 15,750 Hz (nominal).

horizontal retrace means the repositioning of the electron beam in an image tube camera or video monitor
between each horizontal scan, occurring during the blanking interval.

hum means the imposition of the power line waveform on a video signal.

hum bars means wide horizontal stripes resulting from hum (power line) interference. The bars may be
in a fixed position on the monitor or may move vertically (roll).

illuminance see illumination.

illumination means the luminous flux per unit area incident upon a surface expresses in footcandles or
lux.

image tube means an electron-beam tube used in a television camera where an electron current or a
charge-density image is formed from an optical image and scanned in a predetermined sequence to
provide an electrical signal; also called pickup tube.

interlaced scanning (interlace) means a process of interweaving two separate fields of video information
to form a single video frame.

IRE unit means a standard amplitude used in video measurements equivalent to 7.14 millivolts.
Standard video amplitude is 140 IRE units (1 volt) consisting of 100 IRE units (0.714 volt) of video and
40 IRE units (0.286 volt) of sync.

iris means the adjustable opening that controls the amount of light exiting a lens. Its diameter controls
both the amount of light used to excite the imager and the depth of field.

light level means the intensity of incident light measured in footcandles or lux.

linear field of view means the measure of the field of view of a lens or camera/lens combination expressing
the width or height of the scene at a specified distance, stated in meters (or feet).

line.lock means a condition occurring when the vertical drive (sync) is the same frequency as the power
line.

lumen (lm) means the photometric unit of radiant power. One lumen is the amount of luminous flux
emitted into a solid angle of I steradian by a point source whose luminous intensity is I candela.

luminance see brightness.

lux (ix) means the metric unit of illuminance equal to I lumen incident upon I square meter. One lux is
equal to 0.0929 footcandle.

magnification means the apparent enlargement of an object by an optical instrument, expressed as the
ratio of the image size to the object size.

monochrome signal means a television signal without color information.
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multiburst means a waveform that contains a reference white signal followed by a number of discrete
frequency signals in the period of one horizontal line.

Newvicon means the registered trademark for a low light level, monolithic-surface image tube,
comparable in sensitivity to the silicon array image tube.

NTSC means National Television Systems Committee, a technical group that worked with the Federal
Communications Commission in establishing television standards in the United States.

pan/tilt mount means an electromechanical device used for remote camera positioning.

peak-to-peak means the overall video signal amplitude between positive peak (white) and negative peak
(sync tip) in a video waveform.

pixel (picture element) means the smallest resolvable detail that can be detected in a TV system,
equivalent to one TV line of resolution.

PTZ means a pan-tilt-zoom equipped camera.

raster means the pattern scanned by the electron beam; generally refers to the illuminated area produced
by the scanning lines on a television monitor when no signal is present.

reference black level means the video waveform level representing the maximum limit for black peaks,
established to be 7.5 IRE units above the blanking level.

reference white level means the video waveform level representing the maximum limit for white peaks,
established to be 100 IRE units above the blanking level.

resolution means the degree to which closely adjacent parts of an image can be differentiated.

resolution (horizontal) means the number of independently resolvable elements in three-fourths of the
picture width. It is most easily and frequently measured with the aid of a resolution chart, with the
resolution units specified in TV lines. Horizontal resolution depends upon the high-frequency phase and
amplitude response of the camera, transmission system bandwidth, and the monitor, as well as the size
of the scanning beams in the camera image tube and monitor.

resolution (vertical) means the number of independently resolvable elements in the picture height. It is
most easily and frequently measured with the aid of a resolution chart with the resolution expressed in
TV lines. Vertical resolution is primarily fixed by the number of horizontal scanning lines per frame,
generally considered to be about 350 TV lines in a 525 scan line system.

retrace means in an image tube or video monitor, the return of the scanning beam to its starting point.

roll means the vertical movement of an image on a monitor as the result of a temporary loss of vertical
sync, frequently present in nonsynchronous switching systems.

scanning means the process of moving the electron beam of an image tube or CRT across the target or
screen area of the tube.

signal conditioning means compensation for signal degradations caused by high-frequency attenuation,
induced noise, and phase shifts in a video transmission path.

spatial frequency means a measure of resolution based on the number of alternate black and white lines
in a specified distance; can be expressed as line pairs per millimeter as in optical measurements or in
TV lines as in television systems.
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synchronization means the process of maintaining two or more scanning systems in phase.

sync level means that level of the video waveform that represents the maximum value of the sync pulse,
established to be 40 IRE units below the blanking level.

sync pulse means a pulse transmitted as part of the composite video signal to control scanning.

underscan means a video monitor adjustment that decreases image size so that the edges are visible.

vertical blanking means the cutting offofthe electron beam in an image tube camera or in a video monitor
during vertical retrace, occurring at the rate of 60 Hz (nominal).

vertical retrace means the repositioning of the electron beam in an image tube camera or video monitor
between each vertical scan, occurring during the blanking interval.

vidicon means a camera image tube in which a charge-density pattern is formed by a photoconductor that
is scanned by an electron beam.

waveform monitor means an oscilloscope used specifically for measurement and analysis of video signals.

zoom lens means lens with a variable focal length.
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